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In This Issue

This has been an interesting issue for us to put
together. We had been planning for a long time to
give broad coverage to the Erie County Executive
campaign so that you would have an opportunity to
see both candidates side by side with their
platforms tucked neatly below them - easily
readable and highly informative. As we got nearer
and nearer to our deadline, we found ourselves with
less and less to work with. What you will find on
the inside is a compilation of definite proposals and
statements of the candidates and coulmns written
by individual campaigners on why they are voting
for their respective candidate. It is our hope that
this information will help you make your decision
for what is possibly your first opportunity at the
polls. Even excluding the Erie County Elections,
this is a political issue. And that we didn't plan.
Columnists Joseph H. Bunzel and George Howell
both came forth with interesting insights on
Americanism.
Other articles lighten the load
somewhat and provide for what we think is overall
good reading.
Photo Credits: Cover by Wendy Hughes; Nancy Dick, pages
22, 24, 31; Barry Cohen, pages 5, 7, 20; Eric Chaffee, page 18
and photo essay; Record pages 3 and 13 B; Sawyer Press, page
12B; Sedita Headquartes, page 13A.

Editorial
At long last, federal enfranchisement for
eighteen-year-olds is a reality. The long years of protest, frustrating letter-writing and debate of the
inequity of the "old enough to kill-- too young to
vote" status have paid off and politicians must now
not only contend with the vocal dictates of this age
bracket but also with the directives of their voting
potential.
·
Political scientists, journalists and candidates
must concern themselves with the effect of 25 million new voters turning up at election centers to
pull levers that will fill seats or effect legislation.
But this change is hardly enough. It is an excellent expansion of the old method, but the fault of
the effect it will have lies in the fact that it is
merely an expansion of the old method. This is
what politicians, political scientists and others
should be concerned with. Despite how many
people legally eligible to vote, who they are or what
they are voting for (or against), there are inequities
within the electoral procedure that do not allow
the voters to
truly voice their favor. And there
are many valid resorts for which there are currently
no provisions.
An example: A voter, newly-enfranchised or
not, is very likely to walk into a voting booth having no particular liking for any of the candidates of
the given office. He may also dislike them both very
much; he may not know them sufficiently. And
this presents a serious problem for the voter, Mr.
Citizen. Despite how well-informed he is, despite
what calibre of citizenship he displays, dispite any
affiliation with a recognized party - he is, in the
eyes of the voting booth, still responsible to vote
for one of the candidates. Should he choose to vote
for one on the basis of the "lesser. than two evils"
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theory, he is still submitting himself to the dictates
of those already in power and ultimately to the
other "evil" of whom he is indirectly voting in
favor. If he chooses not to vote for any of them he
is, in effect, dienfranchising himself- sornething that
thousands do at every election.
If our well-informed and good Mr . Citizen
wishes to register a write-in ballot, he may also do
this, although few people are ever encouraged sufficiently or feel strongly enough to do so. In fact, if
Mr. Citizen wishes to do so, he can vote for any of
the 200-odd million ·people with whom he shares
citizenship.Of course it would do him little good,
since the possibility of there being a plurality for
any one of these 200-odd million people is an extreemly absurd possibility - which is reasoning
behind our revered "two-party system." But, equally absurd is voting for the "lesser of two evils" or
not voting at all.
An alternative to all these possible forms of
voting-booth protest is what has often been referred
. to (but rarely seriously) as a "positive negative
vote." The term means that Mr. Citizen can go to
the booth and vote. But he can vote for "none of
the above" or he can, by pulling a lever, say "these
candidates are unacceptable to me, please reconsider
your candidates and let's have another election." It
SOllll& drastic, absurd and many other things, but it
is a valid means of registering an attitude. And it is
a positive form of doing so. There is no chance of
being personally involved in electing someone who
was a lesser evil.
Such an option, when used effectively by the
populace, might even be graphic enough evidence in
opposition to our current "two-party system" which
is the primary cause of dissatisfaction in the first
place.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor :
In the October 13-26 issue of Strait ,
there is an article by William J .
Brown, entitled "Interchange " in which
Brown misquotes the words of Stephen
Stills. They should read "and if we can't
do it with smiles on our faces, and if we
can't do it with love in our hearts, then
we ain't got no right to do it at all . "
If you are going to quote someone, as
you said, at least quote it right. If you are
going to change at around for your own
purposes, then do not use quotation
marks. You say "Give people the truth!"
and then you turn around and take
something out of context. Laird is not
the only one with a forked tongue. Both
iades seem to have them.
A. Kopecky
A. Burnes

"Interchange" is a department under
the editorial section of STRAIT in which
we invite our readers to respond in a
constructive or augmentative manner to
articles or issues we have presented in
other parts of the magazine. Our intent is
for these to be of a different nature than
"Letters to the Editor" which are
generally of a correctional nature. Mr.
Brown's article was entered in
"Interchange" and therefore printed
verbatim as it was received from him.

This letter has two concerns.
First, may I congratulate the staff of
STRAIT on its second issue. Good luck
and best wishes for the future of the magazine.
Second, as a member of the English
Department, I should like to respond to
two points made by Michael Flanigan in
the interview with him printed in the last
issue. Mr. Flanigan says that because of
his interest in getting faculty members
"to read papers," he " talked to them
about it and they're starting to do it."
Assuming he is speaking of members of
the English Department, I think it should
be known that the practice of faculty
reading scholarly papers before their
colleagues for their criticism has been in
existence in the Department for over four
years--some time before Mr . Flanigan
arrived at SUCB.
Mr. Flanigan then went on to criticize
this practice on the grounds that it does
not include students, and that the faculty
is "supposed to ,work with the students."
There is no distortion in this criticism, as
there is in the first remark, only denigra4

tion of a practice that has stimulated
some of the finest teachers in universities
across the country. What faculty members do, once a month, in the evenings, to
keep alive their interest in and their contribution to their chosen life's work hardly seems an appropriate target for such
criticism. If Mr . Flanigan's concern in
making this criticism is that he sees a lack
of faculty interest in faculty-student communication , I call attention to the fact
that during the Fall semester of 1970
there was a weekly evening meeting of
faculty and students of the Department,
with faculty outnumbering students as
much as 3 to 1.
Mr.Flanigan can point legitimately to a
number of genuine contributions he has
made to the college. Distortion and divi- A
sive denigration, even for a good cause, are totally unnecessary.
J.E. FORD
Assistant Prof.--English

Russell Oswald's throat slashing account and the
death toll of 36 men.
I felt remote and isolated from the whole situation because it had taken place so near my family
and friends, and I was a couple of hundred miles
away from everything. I also felt indignant because
so much force had been used. Having been gassed
myself here at good ole State two years ago, I could
imagine the horror and panic the prisoners felt as
they were being gassed and shot, knowing they had
no place to hide anymore. I felt sick over the whole
incident and wanted to make some comment on it,
write a poem or essay about it, but somehow, I
couldn't make any statement that didn't sound
didatic, sloganish, and forced.
Later on, when I heard about the discrepencies
between Oswald and the State Coroner's findings, I
felt even more indignant...but what could I do?
Now, as though the news wasn't distressing enough, I found a strong anti-American feeling in
quite a few of the films that made me feel embarrassed_ about being from the United States. The real
hassle was that this feeling was justified. For instance, in a film called Playtime, a group of one
hundred American tourists totally destroy a Parisian
restaurant in their own, down-homey way. The dialogues for the tourists were written by Art
Buchwald; at one point, a woman points her finger
at small cars parked on the street and says, "Look
at those little cars. Aren't they cute!'
In another
film showing Nixon's political career, called
Milhouse, we watch what has to be the most embarassing footage of any politician's public life
strung together in a way that shows RMN's
Machievellian soul. We watch Nixon in hot pursuit
of offices, suddenly discovering that his opponents
are all communists; we see Nixon find secret microfilm stashed in a pumpkin which incriminates Alger
Hiss; we watch Nixon blunder from one embarassment to another, making his immortal "Checkers"
speech, in which he fails to answer any questions
about his financial backing while delivering an absurd rap about baby Tricia's dog, Checkers.
On the same program was a film called The
Murder of Fred Hampton, a Black Panther organizer
shot by Chicago police officers. The film projected
Hampton as a man willing to die for his revolutionary beliefs, a man who saw the power of violence as
a real means of change, a man who spent all of his
time organizing medical clinics, food programs, and
community services for his people. The blatant discrepencies in Police Commissioner Hanrahan's report
on Hampton's death sounded very much like the
same things Russell Oswald was saying in Albany. I
don't think any American could have sat through
this program and not felt bitter about what is happening in his country, feeling that he could do
nothing to stop it.
(cont'd on page 19)
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• GEORGE HOWELL

FIELD NOTES
POLITICS

Way back in September while everyone else was
resigning himself to another semester's class struggle ,
I got on a Gray Coach Line bus and went to
Stratford, Ontario, for the 7th Annual International
Film Festival. As some people may already know,
I'm very involved with creative writing, as well as
other creative areas, and I hoped to pick up some
new ideas in form and content from these flicks
that I could use in my own field. However, the
insights I had in Stratford were political and have
been plaguing me ever since.
The week of the Film Festival · also saw the
brutal re-taking of Attica prison. The rebellion started Thursday, the day before I left for Stratford. I
was rather stunned by the news reports of the rebellion because even though the prison is not more
than 20 miles from where my family lives, and 30
miles from Buffalo, I had forgotten it existed. I
knew kids from Attica I met at scout camps who
joked about stealing the shirts prisoners threw on
fences while they worked outside, but this was the
only impression I had of the "correctional facility."
In Stratford, I heard occassional bits and pieces
of Attica reportage over the radio while eating dinner or having coffee in a Chinese restaurant. In fact,
I heard a rather inaccurate account of the prison
re-capture while eating dinner Monday evening. I
was stunned when I heard that six people had been
killed, but the next day I was even more shocked
when a kid I had just met from Detroit showed me
a copy of the Toronto Daily Star, which carried
5

THE OWL'S
CORNER

JOSEPH H . BUNZEL

capable of handling problems that exist in the
streets of our communities" and another one, that
"women jurists would give breadth and depth to the
bench. . . on which a woman's point of view is not
reflected." As if the Supreme court of a State, or
any Court for that matter, would be a panel in
which all elements of the population must be represented. One judge for labor , and one for management, one for Catholics and one for Protestants,
one for Jews and another for the unbeliever (we
hope) , one for the East and one for the West, one
for the city and one for the suburb , one for the
whites and one for the blacks, one for the rich and
one for the poor - or to carry the fantasy to its
logical conclusion, perhaps proportionate quotas;
seven city and two suburban judges, or nine white
and one black, and so on ad aburdum.
How do such postulates jibe with the proud
boast : one Law for all and no one above and no
one below the Law?
Can there be respect for and in fact devotion to
Law? The best that can be expected is grudging
admission that some kind of order is better than
none and heed should be paid to the laws; that
some accomrrodation. must be found, and that as
many laws as necessary must be passed and in s0me
way interpreted and applied.
Moreover, the major concern at present, surely
not without reason, see!T1$ to center on criminal
laws and their enforcement; they are being multiplied instead of reduced. However, they should be
a small part of our legal heritage . For we are daily
surrounded by a web of legal relationships, contracts, institutions and customs which exercise every
minute the greatest influence upon all our lives :
birth, marriage, adoption, death, inheritance must
be legally concluded in addition to all our contractural obligations: economic, medical, political and
even theological, to name a few .
Nor must we ever forget that a person can just
as surely be killed by the laws and their unreasonable or clumsy interpretation or application than by
the scalpel of the physician or the bullet of an
enemy's gun.
Nevertheless, thinking of November 2 and November 6, it remains true what was said at the time
of. the first demonstrations: that it will be worthwhile to work with and within the existing legal A
structure just because Law is fixated power, a W'
power that can be obtained sometimes simply by
waiting, sometimes depending on sheer numbers .
For the eventual triumph is not in ephemeral victory but in the eternal struggle for what is right.

LAW, THE STATE & WE

Our satisfaction with the State in which we live
depends largely on our definition of its Law. If it is
recognized that Law is fixated power , the relationship takes on a special meaning.
Throughout this column "Law" shall be
capitalized when it refers to the sum total of
norms and also to the web of social relationships ;
however as customarily spelled it will indicate an
individual piece of legislation . Unfortunately ,
American usage does not have the equivalent to
German, Italian, Spanish , Russian, distinguishing between e.g. droit (the general) Joi the special norm ;
Recht - Gesetz a.s.o. although this semantic discernment is of great importance as symptom and for a
rationalization of the "feeling" for Law.
The idea of the State , moreover, is also made
ambiguous in American parlance by the fact that
there are 51 entities which claim sovereignity and
with it the citizen's loyalty, an almost mythical
quality that passes certain laws but prevents the existence and in fact the codification of an American
Law.
With these ambivalances deeply embedded in
our souls, it is not astonishing that our feelings toward government, all government, are strangely
scintillating and undergo almost daily new changes.
Thus, we find on the one side an almost touching
trust which, if disturbed, turns into furious contempt; on the other hand, a hopeful distrust which,
when justified, serves greedy self-interest.
Parallel to this split-up of loyalties goes the
system of checks and balances and an overlapping
tri-partite division of power, so that the individual
becomes helpless without reliance on some kind of
supernatural force which drives him to rackets or
politics or both.
Not only three legislatures - federal, state and
local - but also three judiciaries make the American
system a nightmare of legal insecurity. Moreover,
whereas the Federal Supreme Court judges are ap. pointed by the President, but confirmed by the
Senate, the State Supreme Court Justices run for
election; they know that they have to serve the interests of their electorate as surely as do administrators or enforcers of the laws. Recently, a candidate
was quoted as saying: that the Supreme Court Justice [ of the State] "must be conversant with, and

e
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healthy revisions that we can make to our way of
thinking. One of the most destructive limits we face
is the fear of incorporating new perspectives into
our own outlook. The difference is that if we do
not allow ourselves constructive speculative leaps,
we are vulnerable to destruction at the hands of our
own rigidity.
The previous discussion has involved the problem of limits which are internal, but there remain
many limitations which become a problem to us
through conditioning. The emotions and reasoning
ability which we become accustomed to present
their own disadvantages and shortcomings. They
represent a lack of insight concerning the interchange of things limited and things unlimited. As a
result, each becomes the other in the coincidence of
opposites for nothing can be a part of one extreme
without coinciding with the other extreme.
If man is ever to resolve his dilemma of limits,
then he must at least realize his position in relation
to everything around him. If we reject the possibility of infinite alternatives to our own life style, then
we have succeeded in placing the biggest restriction
imaginable upon oursleves. The limits we face represent an uncontrollable drive to refine our attitudes regardless of the fact that the end result will
represent imperfection to some degree . But as
Bertrand Russell explains - there are no answers. In
effect he is right because our basic i.rq)erfections
need themselves to be refined before our thoughts
can become purified. If we spend our time transfixed upon reaching a goal - an answer, then we limit
to some degree, the facility with whic.h to examine
the complexities which lead to that theoretical end.
With goal-orientation as an obsession we allow ourselves the luxury of leaving behind the varied
possibilities in order to reach an unaltered conclusion that will be fool proof. We cannot afford to
overlook the innumerable factors which might upset
the good we are determined to reach, for that goal
then becomes representative of fancy rather than
validity.
In regard to confidence in our own being, we
must come to think of ourselves as but a speck of
infinity - but at the same time, an important, allinclusive particle. If Bruno is right when he says
that the center of our universe is underneath our
own feet, then we truly must be the summit of our
existence. For man, life begins and ends with
himself as a focal point, and only after this realization is reached can he traverse the boundaries of
hesitation to see the joy of fulfillment.

• JAN NUZZO

MIND'S EYE

INSIDE OURSELVES : HUMAN LIMITS

-

Before we , as human beings, are tempted to
make rash assumptions as to our potential for advancement , it seems that we had better come to the
realization that, insofar as our human condition is
concerned, we suffer from many self-irtlposed limits
which must be closely examined. The paradox
which reveals itself so often is that man is equally
willing to proclaim his freedom of choice and indeendence from fate while he, at the same time ,
hesitates to tread upon unknown waters for fear of
being overcome. The point to be made here is that
we are not limited by what we are, we are limited
by what we are not.
The first problem arises when we attempt to be
something which denies our organismic needs and
inclinations. When we are not satisfied with ourselves as we are, we often adopt deliberately
contrived roles to ,relieve our discontent. This constitutes one of man's most familiar limits which he
places upon himself. For if we are ·not willing to
struggle with our own basic characteristics, then we
will never be able to operate effectively within the
characteristics of a foreign , fantasized "other self. "
So from the very beginning, then, we have placed
limits upon our potential by rejecting ourselves. Our
inability to make a strong committment to ourselves, using our own intrinsic faculties, limits our
ability to know and develop the one individual
whom we know the best. To deny ourselves the
superfluities of life is largely inconsequential, but to
deny our internal inclinations is a mistake which
begins in masochism and ends in fatality .
At the same time that we must avoid the
ypocrisy of being that which we are not, we
should not be afraid to expand on what we are.
This is not to say that we must change our basic
being, it only suggests that we must remain open to
7

DISTAFF LAWYERS SUFFER "QUITE A PUT-DOWN"

NEWS

Sylvia Roberts, chairwoman of the Committee on Rights for Women, of the American Bar Association,
claims that a statement attributed to President Nixon that there are no women qualified enough to serve on
the Supreme Court is absolutely incorrect and unfair .
"There are plenty of women qualified and available," Roberts said. "It's not possible to dismiss all the
women in the legal profession," she stated, and considered the remarks attributed to Nixon, "quite a put
down."
Roberts is concerned about the notions planted in the heads of men in the legal profession that a
female judge, justice or attorney cannot, somehow, be as distinguished as a male judge, justice or attorney .
In a letter submitted to President Nixon the ACLU urged the appointment of women to the U.S.
Supreme Court and the lower federal judiciary.
ACLU Executive Director Aryeh Neier reported to the President, "We condemn the historic exclusion of
women from the highest court in our land and urge the President , in filling present vacancies on the Court,
to focus his search upon women in the legal profession who have a strong understanding and commitment to
the Bill of Rights."

GREEN LIGHT MIGHT TURN ON TO CANADIAN GRASS

A green-light recommendation on legalizing the possession of grass in Canada is the expected result of a
22-month study of drugs by a special Canadian drug commission.
The five member panel has been studying the impact of all drugs from alcohol to heroin, and in a
preliminary report last year urged government officials ·not to impose jail sentences for the possession of any
drug. Rather, it suggested that slight monetary fines be imposed as a form of punishment for "possession"
convictions.
James Moore, executive secretary of the Commission, has not yet stated that the specualated recommendation would be proposed, but said that the final report , not expected to exceed 1000 pages-"will set off a
small furor up here."
The five commissioners-including a lawyer, a doctor, a social worker, a criminologist, a psychiatrist and
a sociologist-visited 22 Canadian university campuses and held hearings in 27 cities during the two-year
research. Said Moore: "We didn't have a single politician on our panel."
ADMINISTRATION GEARS YEAR FOR ACTION

President Nixon has developed a number of innovative programs related to the young people-draft
reform, enactment of the 18-year-old vote, a new drug program for military personnel, the new ACTION
agency, a proposed _expansion of student aid and loans, and the summer job program.
The "University_Year for ACTION", the government's latest, enables students to do volunteer work in
nearby communities using book-knowledge to gain practical experience in their fields of study. Full academic
credit up to 30 hours will be awarded for a full years volunteer service. Joseph H. Blatchford, director of
ACTION, stated in a news letter oriACTION,that while solutions to the problems of urban America, the
environment, and the perpetual cycle of poverty are being sought, more must be done to involve the young
in finding the solutions.
THIEU VICTORY VIEWED WITH SULLEN RESIGNATION

Vietnamese say the only difference between Thieu's "election" victory with 91.5 per cent of the vote
and similar victories during Ngo Dinh Diem's presidency is that with Diem, at least token opposition candidates appeard on the ballot.
A study of election statistics and voting analyses by American and Vietnamese officials on the 3
October vote has swamped the 87.7 per cent turnout and "landside victory" of Thieu with doubt.
Election irregularities and inflated turn-out figures appeared to be rampant. Cases of multiple ballots,
aQ.d voting supervision were reported, along with evidence indicating that the number of voters going to the
polls was puffed up. In Danang 35 per cent of the population was to have voted by 11 :00 a.m. - the time
demonstrators throughout the city were clashing with police. Observers agree that
the streets were
virtuu:lly empty of voters at this time.
A strong feeling among many Vietnamese is that Thieu presently has control over the means of force in
the country because of U.S. support-both financial and military. One Vietnamese government official summed
up the sentiment saying:"This government without the support of the Americans is a big zero."

-

In the past month the American Civil Liberties Union has challenged both the United States government
and the administrations of two American universities with facts concerning activities and policies they believe
to be in direct violation of the spirit of the First Amendment.
On 27 September a report documenting censorship of the press during the Nixon Administration was
released. Along the same line, in a brief filed with the U.S. Supreme Court on 6 October, the ACLU and its
Northern and Southern California affiliates supported the right of journalists to withhold information
revealed to them by confidential sources.
Two cases involving students' rights within the college community were brought to the Supreme Court
by the ACLU Foundation on 29 September.
In each instance the Supreme Court was asked to consider in their review - the First Amendment.

The First Amendment

A Ghost In Court
•BEVERLEY

tioning of State Department workers on
leaks of "stories harmful to the national
interest ." The interrogation has subsequently discouraged State officials from
talking to the press at all .
The government's subtler, unpublicized actions against the press . and the
press 's reactions • are recorded in the
ACLU Report in the words of press and
government representatives, as told to
Powledge :
-Louis Kraar of Time-Life News
Service told Powledge he has gotten a
runaround by military and other government officials in the Far East . He has
been denied information and access to
transportation.
-Murray Seeger, economic specialist
for The Los Angeles Times , said that the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics stopped
briefing the press last spring after a
Bureau analyst admitted that a reported
drop in the unemployment rate was statistically insignificant.
-Fred Graham of The New York
Times said his calls to two Department of
Justice divisions, Civil Rights and Internal
Security, "are routinely intercepted and
re-routed back to the Justice Department
public information office." Graham now
uses pseudonyms to get past department
secretaries.
The report traces the government 's
-Richard Salant, president of CBS
campaign to "chill the press" to ViceNews, reported that John D. Erlichman,
President Spiro Agnew's November, 1969 assistant to President Richard M. Nixon
Des Moines speech, which attacked the
for domestic affairs, in the midst of a
television networks and noted that they
casual conversation "lit into Dan Rather
are a "government sanctioned and
licensed monopoly" - a lightly veiled re- (CBS White House correspondent] and
minder that those licenses could be called him a hatchet man," implying that
revoked. A week later in Montgomery the Rather should be removed. Salant also
Vice-President blasted the print media in reported a "boycott" of the press by
Defense Secretary Melvin Laird.
a similiar speech.
-Jack Nelson of The Los Angeles
Powledge recounts the series of Times, who has repeatedly revealed data
widely-publicized government threats, embarrassing to the FBI, said that he has
subpoenas and injunctions that have been . been smeared by FBI Assistant Director
issued, ending with the FBI's recent ques- Thomas Bishop as "a man who drinks too
CHILLING OF THE PRESS

The ACLU Report documenting
censorship of the press, was prepared by
journalist Fred Powledge. It is the first in
a planned series of reports extracted
largely from private interviews with more
than forty -five representatives of the
press and government.
Powledge concluded that "attacks on
the press by the officers of government
ave become so widespread and allpervasive that they constitute a massive
federal-level attempt to subvert the letter
and the spirit of the First Amend·
ment .. . "
There has also been "a subtle tendency • almost impossible to document or
measure - of the press itself to pull back;
to consider the controversiality of its
actions before it takes them, and then, in
some cases, not to take those actions - to
engage in self-censorship."
The result, according to the ACLU
Report, has been increased coverage of
middle America, which is laudable, but
decreased coverage of ghetto America,
which is lamentable. Press outlets try to
play it safe to avoid being singled out for
criticism. "In commercial television, the
chill has become as ordinary as a station
break ."

CONRAD

much."
-Ned Schnurman , city editor of
WCBS-TV, said that his reporters are continually turned away from meetings that
they want to cover.
As for the press's response to the
government's pressure, John Wicklein,
formerly of WCBS-TV r.ews, reported
that CBS executives generated "a
tremendous fear of what the administration could do to that broadcasting station
in terms of harassing it ... They said, in
effect, to newsmen: 'Don't do anything
that could get us a complaint'." According to Wicklein, the network itself
grilled the WCBS news staff after one
controversial story on an abortion clinic.
Said Salant: "We have more lawyers
than we have reporters."
Powledge points out that Federal
Communications Commissioner Nicholas
Johnson once noted that at an anti-war
march in Washington of more than
500,000 persons a few days after Agnew's .
Des Moines speech, "everyone was there,
it seemed, except the President and the
network newsmen."
Powledge also writes of cases of police
infiltration of the press - and the chilling
effect on the press because infiltration is
generally suspected. He documents instances of "utter harassment" of the
underground and campus press, not only
surveillance •b.:lt also denials of access to
information, arrests, and physical assaults.
Powledge comments: "It is not
difficult fcir an observer who possesses a
healthy amount of paranoia to conclude
that the authorities would treat the
straight press in the same crude ways, if
they thought they could get away with it.
And increasingly - aided by vicepresidential speeches, subpoenas from the
Justice Department, notices from the
FCC, citations from Congressmen, censorship by the courts; in short, what a-

mounts to a widespread demonstration of
the government's total contempt for the
press and the First Amendment - the
authorities are corning to the conclusion
that they earl get away with it."
SILENT PROTECTION

Arguing as friends of the court the
ACLU filed a brief with the Supreme
Court on 6 October, supporting the right
of Earl Caldwell and other journalists to
withhold information revealed to them
by confidential sources.
The ACLU along with its Northern
and Southern California affiliates have
built their argument on four propositions- •
two legal and two factual . The primary
legal proposition, as stated by the ACLU,
is that " the core purpose of the First
Amendment's guarantee of a free press is
to insure that the American public will be
fully informed about questions of general
or public interest."
The ACLU further states that :
"The corollary proposition is that the
news and information gathering functions
of the press must be afforded constitutional protection in order to make it possible to effectuate the primary First
Amendment purpose.
"The initial factual assertion is that
journalists generally and substantially rely
on confidential information provided to
them by government officials, private
citizens, or even those involved in criminal activities. Such information either
constitutes news or is used as a basis for
analyzing the events of the day.''
The ACLU concludes by stating that
an indiscriminate and compelled disclosure of such information to grand
juries or other government agencies
would inhibit the flow of information in
two respects : 1) The sources of information will be reluctant to provide it if,
they fear that their identities or information will be disclosed and 2) journalists
themselves may well be deterred from
engaging in investigative reporting if they
know that subsequently they can be subpoenaed and forced to disclose all the
information they have acquired.
The brief was prepared by Attorneys
Melvin L. Wulf and Joel M. Gora for the
national ACLU; Paul N. Halvonik and
Charles C. Marson for the ACLU of
Northern California; and A.L. Wirin, Fred
Okrand, and Laurence R. Sperber for the
ACLU of Southern California.
The authors of the brief feel that if
the argument is rejected two results will
follow: "Either the flow of information
to the public on vital issues will be impaired or the jails will be filled with
reporters. There are some who would
relish either consequence - the men who
wrote the First Amendment intended
neither."

"We the People of the United States ... "
SLEEPING RIGHTS

!'{loving into the college communities,
the ACLU on 29 September asked the
Supreme Court to review two cases: One
involves demonstrations inside campus
buildings; the other involves the official
recognition of student political organizations by the college administration.
The demonstration case arose at
Madison College, a state-run institution in
Harrison, Va. On 23 April, 1970, about
twenty-five students and faculty assembled in an open campus building
stating their intention to maintain a
peaceful overnight vigil to protest the dismissal of some teachers. Dean James W.
Fox asked them to leave because they
were, he said, conducting an unregistered
demonstration. Most of the demonstrators left. According to the Federal
District Court's findings in the case, those
who did not leave remained quiet and did
not block passages.
Two days later the students wanted to
hold another vigil, this time Dean Fox
stating that demonstrations inside campus
buildings violated school regulations.
That Sunday, a group tried to conduct
another vigil and were ordered to leave
the building. Those who refused were
arrested by campus police. According to
the ACLU's Foundation petition, the
demonstrators were orderly, and in fact,
swept up the area before leaving.
The District Court praised the
students' behavior and ruled unconstitutional the college regulations requiring
forty~ight hours ·advance registration of
demonstration, forbidding all indoor
10

demonstrations and requiring any unauthorized assembly of students to disband upon demand of any administrative A
or student government official.
•
The Court said that the definition
of demonstration was unconstitutionally vague, the ban on indoor demonstrations was unconstitutionally broad,
and the registration rule unconstitutionally barred spontaneous dissent.
The U .S . Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit considered only the
constitutionality of the ban on indoor
demonstrations, finding that the ban
stands as a "valid and reasonable exercise
of the authority of the college". It reversed the District Court's decision
stating that the ban does not represent an
unreasonable limitation upon the First
Amendment rights.
The ACLU Foundation's petition to
the Supreme Court points out that while
the Court broadly upheld the First
Amendment rights of high school students in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, in
1969, where the Court r_uled that a high
school student could wear a black armband during moritorium activities. It has
not, however , ruled on the First
Amendment rights of College students
since the 1934 case of Hamilton v. Board
of Regents of the University of
California.
The petition, prepared by ACLU
Foundation Legal Director Melvin L.
Wulf, Staff Counsel Joel M. Gora and
Volunteer Attorney John C. Lowe, further argues:

The petition, prepared by attorneys
In September, 1969, a group of stuWulf and Gora and Volunteer Counsel
dents at Central Connecticut State ColAlvin Pudlin and Abraham S. Silver, asks
lege asked that their SDS group be
that the Supreme Court require the
officially recognized by the college. This
university to find specific illegal activity
would have entitled them to full use of
against a local campus organization bethe college's bulletin boards and newspaper for meeting notices, and use of
fore that organization be expelled. It concludes stating: "The bane of the First
campus facilities to hold meetings.
President of the university, F. Don James
Amendment is the administrator who
rejected the advice of a student-faculty
makes his decisions on the basis of broad
committee and denied recognition.
and pat levels without considering
The students began a lawsuit regarding
whether any real or substantial danger is
the denial of recognition and lost in the
involved." Again citing the Supreme
federal district and appellate courts.
Court's Tinker decision, the petition
The argument of the ACLU
reads, "In our system, undifferentiated
fear or apprehension of disturbance is not
Foundation is that college officials may
The second college case appealed by interfere with the exercise of First
enough to overcome the right to freedom
the ACLU on 29 September, concerned Amendment rights only upon showing
of expression."o
the right of a group of students calling that "a clear and present danger of subthemselves Students for a Democratic stantive evil" occurs. This placed the
PCJP GOAL:
Society to be officially recognized on burden of proof not on the students, but
_ca_m..;p;..u_s_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _o_n_t_he_ad_m_1_·n_is_tr_a_ti_o_n._ _ _ _ _ _ _...,_TOT AL NATIONAL I NVOL V EM ENT

"Not only are college students more
mature, but by virtue of the Twenty-sixth
Amendment almost every college student
is now fully .enfranchised and entitled to
participate in the political process ....Col,Alege students are entitled to the identical
\9F°irst Amendment protections as they or
any other citizen would have in the community at large .
"The method of expression contemplated and attempted here involved
no intrusion on the rights of others, no
inconvenience to competing academic
needs, and no interference with classwork
or administrative activities.''

Amnesty Urged for War Resisters
•JOANN PIZZO

In a statement released in New York and Washington, on 15 October, a group of sixteen lawyers, writers, and academicians proposed that
"there be no legal recriminations among ourselves for the fighting and
refusing to fight this war."

They pleaded, "Let go those who
refused to fight a war that we as a nation
have come to detest and to believe wrongy fought . Let go those who ran afoul of
military law during a war which many
think is itself illegal."
Amnesty for all offenses related to the
War in Vietnam was urged by Kenneth B.
Clark, president of the American Psychological Association; Robert Coles, the
Harvard psychiatrist; Erick Erickson, the
renowned psychoanalyst and writar;
Benjamin Mays,president of the Atlanta,
Georgia Board of Education and former
president of Morehouse College; Joseph
Rauh,Jr., labor and civil rights lawyer;
Charles Silberman,author of major studies
in race relations and education; and
Andrew Young, former associate of the
late Dr. Martin Luther King,Jr., who is
now chairman of the Atlanta,Georgia
Human Relations . Commission.
The petition for amnesty was addressed to Congress, the executive
branch, various presidential aspirants, the
public at large, and "especially to the
young men whose lives have been
dominated by this war, in the confidence
that they, wherever they are, are already
concerned with the making of a better
America." The petition states that the alternative to amnesty "would be a class of
political exiles haunting us for decade after decade. If there is statesmanship left
ong us, we will move now to prevent
that grim prospect."
Senator George McGovern, (D.-S.D.),
who is seeking presidential nomination iQ

1972, stated on 23 September that if
elected he would grant amnesty to men
imprisoned or ex-patriated for resisting
the draft and the war.
The statement says that more than
70,000 young Americans are in exile
abroad to avoid the draft, as many as
100,000 in Canada, who have quit the
military or refused the draft and that
perhaps 12,000 or more men have been
subjected to military courts for offenses
committed while in the service.
"These men are all young, many of
them still in their teens; most have probably never voted in a federal election.
Their lives have been deeply affected b'y a
war which was not of their making, one
which--we feel sure--the overwhelming
majority of this nation wishes we had
never begun and pray may quickly end.
So deeply felt is the revulsion against this
war, that the air is full of charges and
countercharges as to who was to blame
for it. While men of our generation dispute blame, the burden of our mistakes
will be their life-long inheritance."
The group of signers of the amnesty
statement emphasized that they were not
constituting themselves into an organization, nor were they seeking formal endorsement or financial support. Their intention in publicizing the statement, they
said, was to help stimulate a process of
national discussion of the issue of
amnesty in the hope that informed
debate could still result in new national
purposes.
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•JIM PASTRICK

November 6 marks the beginning of a
nationwide movement to motivate Congressmen, Legislators, President Nixon
and most importantly, the American
people to become aware of the United
States' ceaseless, immoral involvement in
Vietnam.
On that day, the Peoples Coalition
for Peace and Justice will undertake a
mass movement which will consist of a
series of nationwide demonstrations. The
larger urban areas throughout America
will be the target centers for affecting the
American people. New York City will be
one of them.
· No activity as yet, is planned in
Buffalo on 6 November. The reas:>ns for
this, as explained by the Reverend Ken
Sherman , are that the Buffalo Coalition
for Peace and Justice has already been involved, to the point of near exhaustion,
in the recent Agnew visit to Western New
York, and more seriously, the Attica
tragedy. The Buffalo Coalition for Peace
and Justice worked extensively in the
Albany demonstrations on Attica.
To say that Buffalo will not be an
urban target is not to say that people
from Buffalo and Western New York will
not be involved.
Other groups involved in the action to
awaken America to the United States'
acts of genocide in Southeast Asia include
the Buffalo Peace Council and the Clergy
and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam.
Also involved in the nationwide movement will be members and supporters of
the Harrisburg Defense Committee, and
the group supporting the release (or
defense) of the Berrigan Brothers.
Reverend Sherman stated that individual regions have been established
within the Peoples Coalition for Peace
and Justice. These regions, which were established to break the nation down into a
number of groups of people, will send a

flow of concerned citizens to Washington, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
D.C. to meet with Congressmen and urge
prompt action which would force the end
of the Vietnam conflict. About 300 to
400 members of a certain region will go
to Washington each day, and this is ex pected to continue daily from Thanksgiving Day to Christmas. Following a
meeting with their Congressmen, members will gather before the White House
and perform acts of group Civil Disobedience. Representatives of the Buffalo
Region are expected to go to Washington
on Thursday, 18 November.
Reverend Sherman stressed that the
Coalition's aim was not specifically
directed toward students alone , but instead, toward the working classes of
America. College and University students
have carried the majority of sincere antiwar activities in this country for a large
portion of time ; it is now felt that those
in the working classes should be heard.
When asked about prominant people,
such as lawyers, Senators, and Representatives involving themselves in the group
movement, Reverend Sherman stated that
people of this type would probably serve
as a base for a total national involvement.
DRUGS

CAPSULE REPORT

Hanna-Barbra Production, creators of
the cartoon series Yogi Bear and The
Flintstones, last week released three public service television commercials designed to instill confidence in the
"American enterprise system."
The ads were produced at the request
of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce which
hopes to air them nationally as free
public-service messages. Chamber VicePresident Arch N. Booth introduced the
campaign "to get simple economic issues
to the people, most of whom don't read
(newspapers)." According to Booth, one
film dealt with opportunities inherent in
th competitive-enterprise system, a second defended the profit motive, and the
third taught that the "consumer is boss."
Hanna-Barera Productions was
recently cited as being unacceptable by
the National Qearing House for Drug
Abuse Information newsletter, which
rates drug abuse information available to
the media for scientific accuracy. The
company produced five 3-second antidrug ads in which animated figures are
jointed with lively music and distorted
sound effects to illustrate effects and
potential dangers of drug abuse.
The reviewers commented : "Without
stating direct facts about drugs, the spots
tend to convey several stereotypes about
drugs : All drugs are bad; drugs will con-

An outgrowth of Drugs, the new booklet put out by the medical and counseling
staffs of Buffalo State College, a new Drug Committee has been formed in hopes of
analyzing the campus drug problem, if any exists, and controlling the problem, if
possible.
The committee, headed by Dr. Sarantos J. Yeostros of the Student Health Office,
has accepted volunteers from the student body to act as key forces in advising the
committee on the situation.
So far three sub-committees have been formed : a Survey Committee to analyze
the extent and form of drug usage on the campus; a Course Developement Committee
to work towards the establishment of a three-credit course on the non-medical use of
drugs; and a Library Committee to investigate the possiblities of an on-campus drug
research library.
sume the user; and all drugs lead to
death."
The marijuana spot implies that marijuana use leads inevitably to other drugs.
An animated cigarette takes a boy by the
hand and leads the boy to a door that
opens to strange objects which capture
him.
The reviewers concluded with an emphatic understatement that "this generalization cannot be supported."
In one of the spot commercials, a
smiling boy prepares to take a tablet. The
tablet grows larger and devours him.
[cps]
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ERIE COUNTY ELECTION, COUNTY EXECUTIVE

''And if I am

I

elected I

Wl·11.•• ''

Proposed ideas by Ned Regan, RepublicanConservative candidate for Erie County Executive.

Will work to implement a federally financed
"work for relief" program to help ease the welfare
burden .
Will make a conscious effort to collect pollution
fines and exercise full utilization of existing antipollution legislation.
Will create an advisory labor committee to
advise the executive on "economic developement
and the production of jobs, and any and all matters
pertaining to the working man." Will provide more
jobs in the local community by the diversification
of the local economic concerns.
Will develop a rapid tr'ansit system and work
towards the development of a new jet airport.
Will work towards the construction of a new
stadium.
Will see that industrial locations are planned to
eliminate the pollution of local residential areas, and
environmental areas that cannot stand up to it.
Will speed up the establishment of the Squash
Island Sewaqe Treatment plant.
Will make serious attempts to take care of the
local drug problem - educational programs in the
elementary schools and high schools, and neighborhood workshops; a drug addict rehabilitation program.
Will work towards the centralization of several
police units; will establish a county crime laboratory, uniform records system, and police training
academy.

Proposed ideas by Frank Sedita, DemocraticLiberal candidate for Erie County Executive.

Will name an Albany representative to act as a
lobbyist for Erie County.
Will build a fire -training academy for Erie
County volunteer firemen.
Will create the position of 'consumer advocate'
to "get the county back into the business of serving
the people of our area."
Will build a new sports stadium that all can be
proud of. [statement by James Fortuna of the
Arkansas Sports Club]
Will "tolerate no more of the spendthrift attitude that has characterized the Republican county
administration since its beginning."
Will work to ensure the federal takeover of the
entire welfare system .. . Broad nationwide rules and
funds raised from progressive tax sources instead of
regressive local property taxes.
Will call for federal aid for Erie County, like
the grants received by the City of Buffalo.
Will appoint people from all segments of the
community - geographic, ethnic, political, and
religious · to act as representatives of the county.
Will work to expand the 911 Emergency
Telephone System to encompass all of Erie County
rather than just the city of Buffalo.
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VOTE FOR SEDITA!

VOTE FOR REGAN!
•SHEILA KEE

ROBERTSON

Over his years as mayor, Frank Sedita has
compiled a long record of achievement. He has
worked hard to bring state and federal aid to
Buffalo, so that the local property taxes can be
kept down. In fact, Buffalo has the lowest city
taxes of the five major cities in the state. Sedita has
held city taxes to a bare thirty-three percent, while
the county increased its taxes by 108 percent. The
City of Buffalo is currently participating in 137
federal programs which are worth more that $106
million.

When the voters of Erie County go to the polls
on 2 November to elect a County Executive, they
will face a crucial choice. That choice will have a
profound effect on the future development of Erie
County · not only for the next four years, but for
decades.

The Democratic-Liberal candidate for County Executive
is Frank A. Sedita, a 64-year-old politician who has been the
mayor of Buffalo for ten of the last fourteen years. The
Republican- Conservative candidate for County Executive is
Edward V. (Ned) Regan, a 41-year-old lawyer, businessman
educator and civic leader.
'
Frank Sedita's campaign has been basically negative.
- Ned Regan's campaign, on the other hand, has been
positive. By October 15, he had made no less than twentyone positive workable proposals for making what is
essentially good county government even better. He pledged
to make economic development and the creation of jobs for
Erie County citizens his number one priority.
Ned Regan has proposed centralizing some police services in order to make four critical, technical services availa_ble to local law enforcement agencies while, at the same
time, allowing them to retain their local autonomy.
He has urged the federal government to assume the
welfare burden, seeing this as a national problem.
Ned Regan has promised to give newly-enfranchised
voters whatever role in government they are able and willing
to play. He has said he does no believe in a special watereddown role tagged with the title "youth." He has carried this
through in his campaign, giving high positions of responsi- A
bility to newly-enfranchised voters.
~ ,
Regan proposed a three-point program for streamlining
County government's attack on the drug abuse problem. He
proposed the consolidation of existing county consumer protection efforts into an Office of Consumer Protection, directly under the County Executive.
But even more basic than the difference between the
two candidates' campaign styles, is the difference between
their concepts of what County government is, and what it
should be:
Frank Sedita's attitude toward county government is
basically rooted in the traditional City-County conflict.
Ned Regan, on the other hand, has a positive, progressive attitude toward county government. One of his major
themes is that he will forge a partnership between county
government and town, village and city governments. He proposes to make the resources and services of county government available to town, village and city governments. He
proposes to strengthen town, village and city governments,
(by building an active county government), which will handle
problems of an area-wide nature, freeing the towns, villages
and cities to more effectively handle problems of a community nature.
For these reasons I urge all voters going to the polls on
2 November to study the, real issues before casting a ballot.
Think about what kind of government you want and what
kind of man you want to lead that government. Think about
whether you want county government to move ahead during
the next decade, or whether you want it to stand still.
Then vote for Ned Regan. Your future depends on it.

While other cities have had their labor problems the City
of Buffalo has not had one public employees strike during the
Sedita administration.
Mayor Sedita has strengthened the Buffalo Police
Department. The Police Training Academy in Buffalo is the
finest in the country. Police officers from forty-three different
agencies including sixteen local governments in Erie County,
the New York State Police, and the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, have used Buffalo's Police Training Academy in the
past six months. Most local agencies in Erie County have used
Buffalo's crime laboratory.
Mayor Sedita was instrumental in bringing the Buffalo
Bills to the community in 1959. Through the Mayor's efforts,
Buffalo's auditorium was remodeled to accomodate the fans of
the Buffalo. Sabres and Braves. The auditoriums roof was
raised in three and a half months.
Sedita is recognized as an excellent administrator and has
been given endorsements by such men as Al Lowenstein,
former Long Island Congressman who is presently leading the
"Dump Nixon Movement"; Hubert Humphrey, Ted Kennedy,
Eugene Muskie, and John Lindsay, Mayor of New York City
who has worked with Mayor Sedita on solving the problems
that both their urban communities face.
Mr. Sedita has in recent weeks put forth many proposals
aimed at making county government work. The creation of
new jobs and the revitalizations of Erie County's economy are
amonq Frank Sedita's top priorities.
In Mr. Sedita's plan to reorganize the scheme of the
ex>unty's economic administration, he proposes to: Strengthen
the existing Office of Economic Development Coordinator;
Move the Office of State and Federal Aid Coordinator to the
County Planning Department for a "better coordination of
county projects;" Appoint a labor analyst-mediator to
"appraise the impact of labor disputes with the county, upon
the employment, commerce and general economic well being
of the community and where indicated to offer his services as a
mediator in the dispute;" Revitaliz~ the Count;y Industrial
Development Agency.
Mr. Sedita also advocates Revenue Sharing at both Federal
and State levels. He demands the release of 12 billion dollars
from HUD funds for public works projects from President
Nixon. Mr. Sedita feels that with these extra funds we could
stimulate the economy and also use those funds for sewer
construction here.
Mr. Sedita is a proven administrator. His experience
intergrity, and being able to work with everyone in th~
community are just a few of the many qualifications he
possesses for this job. Mr. Sedita is a man who can and will
make county government work! ·

Sheila Kee is a junior at Buffalo State. Majoring in
poli!ical science, she is a former student of Ned Regan, and is
serving as a Research Staff Member on Frank Sedita 's
campaign committee.

Chuck Robertson is a junior at Buffalo State College,
majoring in philosophy. Presently he is Buffalo State co-ordinator of NEAR (New Electorate Active for Regan).
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FOOD CO-OPS ARE FOR PEOPLE

So much for theory . For those of you who remember the Food Co-op in its earliest stages, recall
the former procedure of ordering goods one week
and picking them up the next week. Over the summer several new changes have taken place . Now that
more people are buying regularly at the Co-op, food
can now be purchased at the store. Most are available during store hours. Also a large vegetable garden was started on Grand Island which was well put
to use over the summer months . Now that autumn
is here, all that is left are gourds and pumpkins. But
good news, a friend in East Aurora has donated 30
acres of land for use in the spring by both the
Allentown and Lexington Co-ops. Also to facilitate
the work of the Co-ops, a large truck has been pur~
chased. It will be used to pick food up at the Farmers' Market and at various places around the state.
Just a suggestion if you plan to shop at the
Co-op: the best way to make use of the reduced
prices is to buy in large quantity. Large jars of
honey, peanut butter and cooking oil are places of
substantial savings. Items such as brown rice, eggs,
walnuts and dates are good buys no matter what
the quantity . Besides, usually everything unless
specified is organic.

• LARRY FRITZ

I suppose there is little question that corporate
food marts like Loblaws and A & P put a lot of
effort into selling their food. Or at least their billboard signs and newspaper ads want us to believe
they do . Yes and no doubt on every alternate Wednesday or Thursday there is a good chance to save
money by shopping at their food sales, to say
nothing of their 12 hour work day which makes the
availability of their food another attractive aspect of
their business.
But to compare the Lexington and Allentown
Food Cooperatives with the Supermarkets on this
basis is to miss the essential meaning behind the
word cooperative. As the word itself suggests, it is a
'person-to-person working cooperation wherein by
spending your own time at no wage, there is benefit
derived through reduced costs in product and a mutual feeling of community effort.
Mutual feeling of community effort, this
seems to be the essential distinction between the
business of the supermarket and the cooperation of a
Food Co-op . However, there is no doubt that places
like the Food Co-op are not attractive to everyone.
If you're on the move, find time only to eat out or
always have someone else cooking for you, there is
a good chance that the Co-op will have little meaning for you. However, if you find yourself baking
bread Sunday mornings or taking the extra ten
minutes every night to make a real salad, the Co-op
might be of interest-the interest being that you get
to know who is handling your food and when
you're part of the co-op, it could very likely be
yourself.
The attitude of supermarket business and competition is replaced by the liveable element of
"cooperation." But what does this cooperation amount to? Is it something more than an attitude, I
mean, can I actually buy it? Probably not and this i~
where the analysis of such a place as the Co-op
breaks down. At least in terms of what so often has
been used to measure capitalist enterprises.
The basis of the business of the Co-op is that
somewhat nebulous substance of human nature. Its
roots grow in the idea of human "community ." Its
product is neither purchasable nor immediately
visible, it's something you can only know through
the feeling of experience. It's knowing people are
around you. It's knowing that you can put something living and breathing back into city life. It is
probably something you have never quite found on
A the shelves of the electric door sliding enterprise of
\•present day food markets. Even more so, it may be
a proverbial kick-in-the-ass to the capitalistic urge.
It's conceivably a new garden for the engine run
race track of a city that is fast forgetting it was
once made for people.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: start your own co-op
•• The idea of cooperative efforts to reduce the
•• price of things not something necessarily limited
to food produce . While the success of the Lexington
• and
Allentown Co-ops have shown that such
is

• tures are workable in Buffalo, such cooperativevenef:
:
:
•
:
:
:
•
:
:
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forts need not be the only avenues of "cooperation"
open to us. If you have visited the University lof
Buffalo campus, you no doubt are aware of the
record and electronics co-ops there. Initiated
through funds of student activities fees, both offer
their products at substantial savings. In fact it was
the UB Graduate Association that has financed the
Lexington Co-op. Except for the cost of the rent,
the Food Co-op is self-sustaining. Similarly besides
the initial funding of the record and electronics coops, these are also self-sustaining through a slight
markup on each item. All items remain well below
wholesale prices.
There is no reason that such cooperative ventures cannot be initiated on the Buffalo State
campus. Considering the balance last year of some
$60,000, the United Students Government could
easily provide the funds necessary to start a co-op
here. The wide interest shown at the U.B. co-ops
and at the Lexington and Allentown Food Co-ops
should be a further stimulus to such an effort on
this campus. Such success is only positive proof a
co-op can work here.

LEXINGTON FOOD CO-OP
224 LEXINGTON AVENUE (CORNER OF ASHLAND AVE.)
Work: Monday and Wednesday 12-3 & 8-11
Trade: Monday and Wednesday, 3-8; Saturday, 11-4
General Meetings - Tuesdays at 7: 30
ALLENTOWN FOOD CO-OP
180 ALLEN STREET
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l{ARL HESS

Goldwater campaign writer turned New Left, from the
pith of establishment to the roots of anarchy - two ways in
which Karl Hess has been described in recent months.
Brandishing an almost organic-elemental form of conseNatism, Hess talked with Strait for almost two hours during his
recent visit to Buffalo State College. What follows are some of
his more portent thoughts on the situation in America today.

(( arbitrary authority
1s obnoxious ''

CONSERVATISM

Conservatism is probably a very bad word, unless you put it in terms of what you want to conserve. The thing I'm interested in conserving today
is the central role of the person in history. Now I
have been variously described as a conservative,
communist and anarchist, but the central point behind all of these terms is my belief in the re-assertion of the role of the person in history.
Now the conservatives once tried to do this in
this country by being against the State. They were,
at that time, the only people attacking state power ·
so it seemed reasonable to be a conservative. The
great failure is that they never attacked any other
institution of power, particularly the great corpora tions which were to a great extent state supported
monopolies . Here the conservatives had very little to
say. As the conservatives themselves began to acquire political power, they abandoned even their
attack on state power. So you find today that conservatives are said to provide the greatest support
for the war in Viet Nam which is to support state
power at its most active level.
AUTHORITY

'' I believe
the American Era
is over ''

I've always been against authority. Authority in
the arbitrary sense is obnoxious. I can appreciate
someone who has studied metallurgy for fifteen
years and who says "If you pull out that iron bar,
it's going to break." Now I can understand that sort
[ of authority] but not the sort of authority that
says "I am the President. Therefore we must go to
war." I've always resented that.

THE NEW LEFT

GOLDWATER

One thing that we've got to understand is that
he is an Air Force general and he does hold Air
Force ideology. The Air Force has always very actively theorized that the platform of foreign policy
should include the option of pre-empted war. So
that he, much more than Nixon, would be susceptible and receptive to suggestions of the use of
nuclear weapons in Indochina or a pre-empted strike
against the Chinese. And so that because of a very
particular allegiance to a very particular analysis,
The Air Force analysis, he could be much more

war-like.
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The only people today who attack state power
regularly, are the New Left. That's why there is a
New Left - the Old Left supported state power. The
New Left not only attacks state power, but other
institutions of power. That's why it is a complete
position which you didn't find on the right.
Sor for a person such as myself who says you
should make rather than be a victim, of history,
there is no place else to be. The conservatives don't
say that anymore. Individuals? Listen to the conservatives today, Agnew talks about plucking individuals out like you would rotten apples out of a
barrel. Nixon talks about your obligation to the
State ... Mitchell about people attacking state
authority.

(cont'd from page 5)

CHINA

One night, I was sitting in a bar with a kid
named John who lived in Stratford. We started
talking about the way Canadians feel toward the
U.S. He said that Canadians were really pissed because the U.S. owns 60% of their industry; that the
F.B.I. had just bought the largest private security
agency in Canada; that the U.S. had no qualms about taking Canadian money but levied an import
tariff on its goods; that the U.S. was trying to force
Canada into letting it have land rights on the West
Coast so an oil line can be built between Alaska and
the States. John said that some Canadians are so
angry, they are talking about nationalizing American
industry in Canada. He said that when he was in
England and Europe, it was obvious that ..Americans
were hated because they were overfed, impatient,
and fairly well off. It stunned me that nutrition
could be a political thing. I always took it for
granted that we could eat well and John pointed
out that that was why everyone hates us.

The Air Force has said, I think very accurately,
that if China industrializes, the end of the American
a:ra is almost immediate and Europe almost v~nWfshes. In fact Europe will become a suburb of China
and the U.S. a suburb of Europe: and after it happens there's nothing you can do about it - it's the
Chinese Age.
Some people, myself included, would think that
one of the nicest things in the world would be to
become a citizen of a very small, unimportant
nation The sooner we get to being an unimportant
nation the happier I'll be . Because then the spaces
should open up - when you don't have the responsibilities of an empire you can get on with the responsibilities of living.
AMERICAN ERA

I'd like to see the end of any national era . I
mean, I think eras that are identified by countries
are evil. In this sense I believe the American Era is
over. The next important development of man is a
consciousness - an identity beyond the nation state.
A place where people begin to relate on the basis of
their human characteristics - their locals, their cultures and not on the basis of these artificial groupings called nation-states.

All of these things left a deep impression on
me. I had plenty of time to think about my role as
an artist in terms of this political nightmare. I had a
cheap room to myself and many nights trying to
write out my feelings and impressions of the week.
Somehow I couldn't work anything out. It was as
though I was too close to the situation. I knew I
wanted to say something revolutionary. I wanted to
express my contempt for all of what I saw in the
way of American manipulation of people and profit
but I didn't know how. I didn't want to get into
sloganism and hip-rhetoric because I distrust :hat
kind of mass expression but I didn't know what to
use as a substitute.

COMMUNITY

I believe the only social organization that you
can depend on to be interested in your freedom is
your community. It is the only' place where there is
direct participatory democracy. That seems to be
one of the great errors of the conservative position to rely on representative democracy. I don't think it
works I think it's proven it doesn't work. The only
thing that has ever worked to represent people's interests has been direct participatory democracy-from
the New England town meeting to the medieval free
city. The only place you find protection for people
as people is in communities where people know one
another and can relate together directly as human
beings. The minute you get into abstraction like a
congress you can kiss it good-bye.
The Vietnamese War bears out these principles
of decentralization. North Viet Nam is a highly
decentralized society - a long tradition of local autonomy. Of . course it [brought forth] a central bureaucracy but it is not controlling all the military
units. They're on their own-like in business for
yourself. The point is that this decentralized military organization of North Viet Nam has just beat
the shit out of the most bureaucratic centralized
military organization in the western world. There
ought to be a lesson in that.

After a lot of thought, I came back to where I
started. I decided that the only thing I can do is
stick to my own impressions and be honest with my
expression of them, which is the nature of real
poetry, I think. It is all too obvious to m! th~t
people's real feelings and insights are drowning m
public opinion, left and right. The problem is that
people can organize around bits of misinformation
easier than they can around solid truths. Violence is
a means of real change, no matter how much we
deny .it. We deny it because we are afraid to express
with our mouths what our hands and hearts express
all of the time, and I can't accept that as an alternative. I want to believe that the most revolutionary
action would be total self-awareness but that seems
irrelevant to too many people because they are
afraid of seeing themselves in a bad light, or else
afraid that self-awareness means isolation. To me,
that awareness ultimately shows that we cannot
exist only by ourselves, that we need each other.
We cannot make any meaningful moves in any
direction till we have the strong base of ourselves to
move from.
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Jean Redpath: Folklore Through Music
•MARCY

TELLES

did some "play-party " tunes, intended for pure etertainment, and usually consisting of nonsense
syllables. I found the work songs most interesting.
The rhythm of these melodies is usually very
regular, but varies with the kind of work being
done. Jean told us a story about a weaving song,
her mother taught her, accompanied with hand
movement. Her mother didn't realize at the time
that the movements were actually imitations of the
shuttles of the loom.
I'm leaving out a lot about Jean, but in the
short time she was here, she did tell me a little
about herself - how she was brought up hearing a
great deal of traditional music from her mother,
who loves to sing and her father who plays the
dulcimer. She didn't know that the songs she had
learned then in her childhood were significant in
any way until she heard a lecture on Scottish folklore by Hamish Henderson at the University of
Edinborough. She described Henderson much as I
have pictured him - tall, crazy and with a knowledge of native folklore that surpasses anyone I
know.
After this, Jean left Edinborough for California
with no money, no job and nowhere to stay. - much
to the dismay of her parents who have considereher not quite sane ever since. Jean says she sends
them posters and programs every once in a while so
they know she's still alive and earning enough for a
living. Her extensive tours have now made her
friends all over the world.
Perhaps in all the time that Jean was here, the
closest I got to knowing her was a time when she
was in conversation with Lydia Fish, and Frank
Hoffman both of the SUCB English Department and
Deanne Cunningham of Tapestry, a folk group that
performed at the September Folk Festival. While I
have always loved folk music and have prided
myself in knowing something about it, I cannot
communicate the feeling I had when these four
people sat down to talk. Watching their faces and
listening to them avidly critique Evan McCall and
discuss the likeliest people to do a collection of
Robert Burns' ballads and bemoan the change that
has come over Peggy Seeger was to me like visiting
another culture - strange at times, but very refreshing.
In the two workshops and the concert/lecture
that Jean Redpath did at Buffalo State, I think she
managed to subtly communicate her own culture
through the people who attended. She reached a Iota
more people than I thought would be there and lef• J
everyone with a feeling that they has stepped out of
their own world for a while.

The popular broadcast version of folk music
that we are used to is very different from folklore.
Few of us realize that the best of the modern folk
musicians have come from a tradition of music that
most of us have never heard.
Traditional music can be defined, I suppose but
I would rather deal with some of the feeling involved in it. Music passed down by word of mouth , as
it were, has many implications. It seems to me to
be a warmer way of doing things - something that
comes through in its performance and in the nostalgia it inspires. It communicates a pride of people in
their history. It relates universal kinds of feelings
through stories.

Traditional music has its own code words, very
different from surreal, intellectualized symbolism of
say Leonard Cohen. In traditional music, the performer, the song and the audience seem to be
equally important. True folk music is as demanding,
artistic, and useful a craft as other true folk arts
such as weaving or pottery.
Jean Redpath, the Scottish folklorist, singing
sometimes unaccompanied and sometimes with a
guitar, performed a wide variety of traditional
music, mostly Scottish, in the two days she was
here at Buffalo State. It is a hard task to describe
or categorize Miss Redpath or the songs she sang. I
don't have the desire or the backround to be technical. Technicality also tends to defeat her purpose.
Probably the most popular of Miss Redpath's
songs are the bothy ballads the bawdy songs. Even
through the thick Scottish burr, most of the audience seemed to pick up on those. She also did
some serious ballads, though she tended to shorten
them and use the time for their explanation. Jean
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A Separate Peace

The Real World
• CAROL EDMONDSON

ON BEING ASKED FOR A WAR POEM

I think it better that in times like these
A poet's mouth be silent, for in truth
We have no gift to set a statesman right;
He has had enough of meddling who can please
A young girl in the indolence of her youth,
Or an old man upon a winter's night
W.B. Yeats, 1916

There is a conflict in the arts, whether to be true to the
arts or use the power of art to effect social change. This has
become increasingly apparent in the growth of anti-war and
anti-establishment literature. The key to this conflict lies in
the fact that the artist who seeks to destroy the state in
every creation is as overtly propagandistic as the artist hired
to praise it. The people who have successfully condemned
war were either non-political or removed in time from their
subject.
The Red Badge of Courage was written in 1893, over
twenty years after the Civil War, yet it remains one of the
most effective condemnations of war, while retaining literary
excellence. Stephen Crane wasn't born until 1872, he had no
experience in the war about which he wrote. Homer and
•
ergil wrote about senseless wars in retrospect . Mark Twain
~as involved in the Civil War but he views it through the
eyes of the artist; his "War Prayer" is a biting satire on
prayers for victory. William Butler Yeats wrote "An Irish
Airman Foresees His Death"; it is an examination of a
flyer's non-reasons for being involved in a war:
Those that I fight I do not hate,
Those that I guard I do not love
It seemed natural to compare two recently published
books involved with personal experiences in political events.
Denise Levertov's To Stay Alive [ New Directions] and The
Prison Diary of Ho Chi Minh [ Bantam Books] , both use the
medium of verse to convey the senselessness in political imprisonment; both authors were involved in political movements having to do with war, Vietnam and World War II
respectively. They are fighting for their lives in their own
words. For Ho, life is surviving the ordeal of prison and
rejoining his people for the fight against the Japanese.

Records .

MIKE SAJECK,

CAT STEVENS:
TEASER AND THE FIRECAT
(A&M - 4313)

At first listening, I thought that Teaser
and the Firecat could never, in any
stretch of the imagination, equal the
calibre of Tea for the Tillerman, Cat
Stevens' last album. But I was wrong for
allowing a first impression to float in my
head for too long a period of time.
Teaser and the F-irecat, Cat Stevens'
new album is truly a fine piece of work,

Levertov is in an intellectual dilemma; she is demanding the
right not to kill people she will never see.
There is a separation which can never be destroyed;
political poetry whose tone is so heavy-handed can never be
good poetry. This is not in support of aesthetic distance; a
writer must be involved with his subject but not so close
that he is blinded by its proportions. The genius in creation
is not the recording of experience but the artist's deeper
perception, his gift to see more, to be able to draw comparisons without blatantly telling the reader what to think.
Levertov does not seem to trust people to find out.
Levertov is a poet. When there's no presence of protesters or police, she has a mastery of words which can only
be described as,"The restlessness of the sound of waves ... ," a
line from "Prologue: An Interim ." In section four of that
poem, the beat of the revolution halts for a while by the sea:
a definition
of peace without speaking of the absence of
blood. She has more power in that poem than in all of her
hysterical shouting of "Revolution or death."
Ho Chi Minh is at least more honest in his writing; he
never claimed to be a poet, but his simple verses give a much
more human view of the world. He is, in confinement, more
optimistic than Levertov in her freedom:
The morning sunshine penetrates into the prison,
Sweeping away the smoke and burning away the mist.
The breath of life fills the whole universe,
And smiles light up the faces of all the prisoners.
It is as D.H. Lawrence wrote, "It is never freedom till you
find something you really positively want to be." Ho knew
that he had to return to lead his people; it keeps him alive and
hopeful. Levertov is broken between politics and poetry, perhaps she has just to separate them to be effective in both.
In war there are three kinds of victims: the physical, the
psychological and a combination of the two. Some die because
of it; all others live through it. It is because of its inescapability
that it cannot be tolerated, especially by artists, for it destroys
the very core of their work, humanity and the world ..
"It is only as creators that we can annihilate!" Friedrich
Nietzsche from Joyful Wisdom

that reflects, and captures the many
moods of Cat Stevens. The first cut on
the album, The Wind, is a soft, accoustic track with a very convincing vocal
delivered by Cat Stevens. The song is very
tight and well structured, not too long
but just long enough to register as one of
Cat Stevens' reflections on life.
The next track, Ruby Love, .. is my
favorite song on the album. It is simply a
catchy, beautiful, fast-moving song which
employs a bouzoukia giving the song a
real Greek flavor.
Cat Stevens is truly a great musician
and song writer who is deeply concerned
with quality and, realizin9 the exorbitant

prices charged by all record companies today, he gives us every bit of our money's
worth in fine music. Don't get me wrong
though, Cat Stevens is also deeply concerned with life and the message which
can be delivered in this popular medium.
His lyrics contain his reflections on his
o_wn life then and now, as well as life in
general. He artfully mixes his soft reflective tracks with fast-paced tracks which
creates variation on the album, so unlike
many successful solo artists today. This
variation or one (reflective) two
(fast-paced, happy) punch creates a
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Politics & Poetics:
Words & Symbols in Poetry
Coming to Ankara as a Fulbright lecturer, I see examples

• LYLE GLAZIER

of cross-fertilization moving Eastward. The drift is not only in

agriculture, politics, and industry, where the borrowing is immense. I raise my eyes to the advertisements along Ataturk
Bulvan and see Trenqkot (the c with cedilla is pronounced ch).
The beauty parlor advertises a kuafor. I take my departure for
Istanbul from the Tren Istasyon or Gar. I ride in the Wagon
Lit. Arriving in Haydarpasa on the Asiatic bank of the
Bosphorus, I cross to Avrupa on the vapur. I take a taksi or
autobus to my otel or pansyon .
The twentieth century, like the middle ages in England, is
a time for amalgamation of races. Poetry and politics are two
faces for the world movement from nationalism toward internationalism. If man does not lose his sanity and blow himself
to smithereens, it is only a matter of time before every language will be Esperanto, and every government will be an extension of the United Nations. Such a grandiose, sentimental,
romantic notion may of course have to yield to the realities of
a confrontation between Israeli and Arabs, Czechoslovakians
and Muscovites, American patriots and Soviet patriots. We will
be lucky, of course, to survive.
Poets are always searching for words and symbols that
sink deep into the living texture of a culture, and at the same
time have the widest extension of meaning-- and breadth. A
foreign language offers new resources. An American coming to
Turkey brings with him his familiar American language with its
roots in Western culture, and after his ears and eyes get used to
·new phonetics and new spellings, he begins to fall under the
spell of an unfamiliar Turkish language, with roots in Eastern
culture. A poem is a strategic ground where East and West can
interpenetrate, enriching, explaining, magnifying each other.
For example, under the impact of my first visit to Istanbul
seven years ago, I wrote a rather light and whimsical poem
which used symbols derived from the messianic religious traditions of the Orient. In the poem, key symbols are the fish,
the fisher (or salesman, or messiah), and the congregation (or
purchaser, or crowd, or disciple). Not being particularly pious,
I felt no outraged sensibilities from translating these symbols
into the description of an Uskudar street pedlar on the east
bank of the Bosphorus:

The

Middle East is today, as ever in the past, one of the
great crossroads of the world. Anyone interested in language,
for example anyone interested in poetry, finds Turkey a rich
resource for looking at the way one language borrows from
another. The kind of internationalizing that occurs on the level
of commerce and politics occurs also on the level of poetic
language and symbols. In Turkey, for thousands of years the
cross-fertilization has been working both ways -- from East to
West, from West to East.
In "The Waste Land," T.S.Eliot illustrated how the religious words and symbols of Western Civilization came from
the Orient. A westerner living in Turkey is struck immediately
with the borrowing of basic myth-making words. "Adam," the
generic name for mankind, is still the Turkish word for "man."
"Ev-e" (Eve) means "to the house," informing womankind
where she ought to go, if she knows her rightful place.
Word and symbol borrowing from the East saturates
English and American literature. Marlowe made Tamurlane a
symbol for the driving spirit of Renaissance Man; as an heir of\
the prejudices underlying the anti-Moslem crusades, he looked
on Sultan Beyazit as a ridiculous anti-hero. In Vathek, William
Beckford translated the eighteenth century sentimental gothic
novel into Eastern symbols. Coleridge, from his reading in
Eastern literature, was inspired with the symbols for Kubla
Khan. Thoreau looked to the East for his politics of civil disobedience, a politics which the East borrowed back.

All the cats on the street obey the cry:
Taze bal1k uouz! Their bodies arch,
tails elevate erect as masts,
they rub against whatever handy post,
then sail into the street to meet the cry:
Tanesi bir lira! The vendor sells
and guts a fish in the street,
the pussies snarl and purr.
Every fishman trails his congregation,
sleek, scrawny, lank, obese,
they follow on the prowl or wait with slitted eyes,
tomcats with butchered jaws,
tabbies coy as odalisks;
out of alleys and parlors the ardent apostles troop
c!ld form a host behind their fragrant messiah.

Lyle Glazier has been teaching in the English department of
SUNYAB since 1947. His poetry has been published in The
New Yorker, Partisan Review, Beloit Review and Golden
Horn. He has published four books of poetry: Orchard Park
and Istanbul (1965); You Two (1969); The Dervishes (1971)
and VD (Voices of the Dead,1971 )). He is currently teaching
coorses in Melville and James, and Black Literature. This is the
first time that Politics & Poetics has appeared in its entirety-

Taze ba11k ucuz! - fresh fish cheap
Tanesi bir lira - one lira apiece

(cont'd. on page 25)
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(cont'd from page 21)

means which makes each song successful
nd effective.
•
Side two of the album will illustrate
my point. The side starts out with a fastmoving pleasant song called Tuesday 's
Dead. This is a louder type of sound
than the next song, Morning Has
Broken, which is a soft, accoustic ballad
concerning itself with the beauty of nature in a spiritual sense. Then a faster
song, Bitterblue, a heavy sound which
employs no over amplification but simply
exuberant, ecstatic playing.
Moonshadow, the next song is
another slower accoustic track, reflecting
Cat's philosophy of life which points towards a kind of fatalistic outlook but also
a desire to contend with what is to come
and to press on regardless of the circumstance.
The album finishes with Peace
Train, a kind of bandwagon approach to
a question which has existed in the minds
of many a troubled head today.
Cat Stevens is a budding young superstar, for the second time, the first time
being in England a few years back when
he recorded such greats as I Love My
Dog. Success will not spoil Cat Stevens
however, as he sings "I let my music take
me where my heart wants to go ... I will
never make the same mistake , no never."
A Cat Stevens will be appearing at
~einhans on October 30.

Art
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• WENDY HUGHES

When I was about nine years old, my
best friend and I devised a marvelous way
to occupy ourselves on Sunday afternoons when our mothers went bowling.
We'd wash down a section of her blacktop driveway with water. Then we'd coat
it with gasoline from the container re served for lawn motor fuel. The gasoline
would float on the surface of the water,
and the colors would swirl as the breeze
stirred the two fluids together. Rainbows
of fantastic shimmering mother-of-pearl 1
The game would climax when we stood
up on the back porch steps and threw a
lighted match at the gasoline and watched
it explode. But the colors were the best
part of the game, and I quite expected
never to see them again.
_
However, happily last Wednesday, I
wandered on down to Gallery West, on
the corner of Bryant and Ashland.
They've begun their fourth season with
an exhibit of. the works of two members
of the School for American Craftsmen at
Rochester Institute of Technology- Wendell Castle: Explorations in Fiberglass and
Neon, and Nancy Jurs : Personification in
·Raku. Each has chosen to create organic
shapes in their particular media, but it is

the coloration and finish of each particular piece that impressed me the most.
·Each creation glows, shimmers, vibrates, and sparkles. Jurs' combines matt
glazes, and bare areas of exposed ceramic
pottery with amazing high gloss glazes.
The latter she uses in a most careful fash ion-sometimes making us strain to examine the curves of one of her "Treasure
Boxes" to find the mirror-finish bit of iridescent colored glaze. On occasion, she
coats the whole surface of the object with
this tinted pearly finish; the reflection
ability of this glaze is so extraordinary
that I watched myself walk towards a
large, curvilinear red-orange vase from
fourteen feet away . My image was readily
visible in the finish from that far.
Castle exhibits both sculpture and furniture in this show. I was at first disappointed to learn that this show was entirely composed of his work in fiberglass-it seemed as though it was a sterile
choice of media for an artist whose reputation was established by his amazing
work in wood. His furniture in that media
is fantasy stuff-the legs and arms of the
pieces look like twisted cypress roots cunningly incorporated into functional, outstandingly crafted tables, chairs, and
chests of drawers. The work is painstaking to an extreme degree, and most of
his designs in wood take six months and a
year to execute. I found that I still got
the feeling of richness and choice from
these new fiberglass pieces however, and
for some very simple reasons. He has retained the same sort of amorphous forms
in these constructions as he uses in the
wood pieces and, in some cases, has reduced the scale of his work in order to
attain the same intimacy as before. The
fiberglass introduces some very positive
aspects of exploration into his set of problems-color, previously an innate quality
of the wood embellished by t.he artist
through stains and glazes, has now become a matter of necessary choice. And
Wendell has done an amazing job.He
chose a glossy steel grey for one sculpture
(an arch of sorts that might be best described as having the shape of two seals
kissing through a tube). At the high point
of the arch is a clear incandescent bulb
that causes the grey to modulate from
reflected white to shimmery silver - ah, so
many words for a construction that is relatively simple. It's value doesn't lie in its
condusiveness to stimulation of semantic
activity, but in the pure joy of the visual
experience.
The woman at the gallery was very
happy to explain why Castle has chosen
this new medium. The feasibility of
spending one's entire life producing one
or two pieces a year, and having his work
available only to those who could make
such an expenditure of time and patience
worth his while (i.e. $$$$) did not appeal
to Castle. These new pieces are surprisingly inexpensive. When I can reasonably
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consider investing in a chair, and I'm
standing in the middle of Gallery West
rather than in Goodwill-the prices are
reasonable.
The exhibit as a whole is one of the
few I've seen this year where the layout
and design of the presentation do not
interfere with the viewer's enjoyment.
The effect of the thin neon tubing that
outlines Castle's sculptures is tricky stuff
-he uses it beautifully to integrate with
the fiberglass' gloss to radiate flabbergasting reflections. But it is exactly this
sort of work which can be ruined by
careless placement and disregard for juxtaposition of surrounding fields. One
might logically glean from this show that
the discussion here can be carried on to
form, function and decorating one's living
space- hopefull, being able to actually
succeed in existing there. Although both
Jurs and Castle produce dynamic, precious pieces, one can easily see that a
major concern here is subtlety. If I place
Castle's yellow (and it is very yellow)
table in my living room, I don't want the
after image of it to haunt me all the way
upstairs. And it wouldn't. Each piece is as
exciting as possible, never overpowering.
Jurs' pots and boxes could very reasonably exist anywhere, and be USED. How
nice. (Castle and Jurs are, incidentally,
married. Somewhere on the outskirts of
Rochester - in Scottsville, to be precise there exists one hell of a house.)
At any rate, the training I gave myself
in color appreciation when but a young
pissant was not for naught. There are at
least two artists working in Western New
York who've combined those beautifu'
gasoline-rainbows with unique form anu
testable functionality.
Living out your fantasies is a great way
to breath.

Poetry
• CHRISTOPHER SAJECKI

Poor Archibald Macleish. Had he been
born with the gift of prophecy as well as
poetic insight, he may have thought twice
before bestowing upon future generations
of literary community that s.lippery,
troublesome maxim which goes something like, .... a poem must not mean; a
poem must be. When taken to the extreme, this rule has rather awesome implications, the effect of which has been the
creation of new contexts within the literary community; contexts within which a
poet may feel secure in his role by simply
submitting the letter M on paper to his
local poetry magazine. This is an extreme
example, but it does illustrate an important point. The phrase, a poem must be
can be interpreted in such a way as to
provide an all too easy justification of autonomy for its own sake. Knowing of this

condition, it is reasonable to assume that
persons involved in the critical end of literature may tend to be suspicious of
much con t emporary poetry , poetry
which at once appears too individual, too
much a tightly packed manufactured product, or seems to be the result of too
much synthesis, and not enough analysis.
This kind of poetry they would tend to
shun in favor of poetry which would
seem more natural, more a genuine recre ation of human experience, and thus
more credible.
The problem is, most writing on a
college level is often too hastily inserted
into the first category . It would indeed be
unfortunate if serious readers would be
this hasty with Couillarde.
Cooillarde is Elm Leaves' first literary
effort of the semester. Featured on this
broadside is an interesting combination of
poetry by Doug Regan , Mike Regan, and
Mike Sajecki (not to be confused or
abused with this reviewer). Both Mike
Regan and Doug Regan have had material
published in Elm Leaves before, and Mike
Sajecki displayed his own sensibilities on
the Elm Leaves broadside , I Don 't Want
To Die At Home . Together, the three of
them demonstrate that a broadside is not
merely a collection of poems on paper .
While it is true that Cooillarde is one
of the most unified broadsides we have
seen in a long time , it is also true that
each poet maintains his own identity ,
viewpoint, and style. Some of the style
may seem put-on at first , but I contend
that , for the most part , the style seems to
work for itself. It would indeed be inaccurate to speak of the individual styles as
superficial.

Mike Sajecki's poetry covers a wide
range of territory, from the simplistic,
soul searching lyric, "I sit and think ... ",
to the seemingly cumbersome, complex
poem which begins, "Glossy reflections
catch my eye." Although the poem, "I sit
and think," is in no way a strained poem,
although it is credible enough, simple
enough, to be effective, it lacks inventiveness, texture . One can hardly see the distinction in this work between poem and

reality . This distance, between a work
and reality, is essential to any art.
The poem which begins,"Glossy reflections catch my eye .. .," is a different mat:
ter altogether . It is broken down into
what might appear to be three totally
unrelated stanzas, and is loaded with
seemingly incongruous imagery . Perhaps
this is true on a surface level , and individuals accustomed to judging poetry on
the basis of sound and color, had better
make their comments and lay the poem
aside . For I think it can successfully be
demonstrated that the imagery , which
may appear incongruous, really does
work . Once this is shown , the validity of
the stanzas breakdown can also be
demonstrated. The images in the first
stanza : glossy reflections, champagne,
and Platonic oceans, work well together
as literal images describing a scene, setting
a stage. In the second stanza, the image of
anti-ballistic tee pees is rather poor, mainly because of the insertion of the term ,
"tee pees" since anti-ballistic seems to fit
nicely with the image of gulls on telephone wires.
I suppose one could say that the real
question to be asked is, does the imagery
work for the entire poem? How does it
connect with the theme? Imagery implies
direction , the images must be bending my
insight toward some theme, some end.
Many off-shoots of a single theme can be
pointed to in the poem. For example , the
theme of age and the aging process comes
through when one associates the images
of gulls, phoenix old champagne and
clocks. The line "Gulls are a dying
breed," when associated with the line
"You are no phoenix, " is a powerful
combination of ideas leading to or suggesting the impossibility of rebirth . As for
anything more specific, which the poet
does not offer us, we can only say that,
after all, he is still the same searching
poet who wrote "I sit and think," only he
has given substance to his voice.

The interesting thing about Doug
Regan's poetry is that almost perceive the
process by which the poem was arrived
at, right on paper. His poems are, right
away, more involved with process and
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dynamics than Mike Sajecki's. Doug
Regan also has an advantage in that he
subordinates his imagery to the total
movement of poem. "for us, " is probabl
his best poem and a definite strong po ·
of the broadside. This poem provides us
with a very interesting interplay of tensions, movements, and reciprocal relationships such as the contradictory
relationship of the terms "braless"
"breathless" "emptiness" on one hand,
and " enveloping" on the other. First of
all, in the movement from braless to
emptiness, we have a definite movement
from specific or concrete to abstract.
Then this entire movement is played
against the term "enveloping ", a paradox
which, for me, is the main tension device
of the poem and definitely one to be
praised. We have further activity in the
poem in the interplay between condensation and saturation, which is again played
upon in a most effective parallel with the
terms "over," "under," "overriding," etc .
Together these elements create a tightly
written, most effective poem in its unity
of form and content, the idea of "conscription" with "an enveloping force
called love."

Mike Regan's poetry provides a refreshing change from the sonic impulses
of some of the poetry by the other two
poets. His ·use of sensual imagery in the
poem entitled "An Eastern Musical" and
of color imagery in the poem "Rape"
adds another dimension to an already
heavy braodsi.d e . In the poem "rape" the
movement from "stripped the bronze
girl," to "pictured the reddened results
colored throughout the room," is a beautiful, well-designed poetic device. He has
compressed an evocative sensuous image
into two lines quite effectively. Other examples of this type of imagery are , in the
poem, "Eastern Musical," the image of
"soft-bellied calling cards" or "tall jaded
lawn ." To Mike Regan's advantage also is
the fact that he is consistent in his use of
imagery . Such words as "timbrel,"
"rococco," and "dragonfire" help to evoke the mood he has in mind.
Each of the poets on Couillarde has
several outstanding poems to offer. I
strongly suggest that we all disconnect
our automatic literary pretense detectors,
and listen carefully to what these poets
are saying.

and warm embraces
equally exposed on the street; the threat
of too much response faces
me everywhere without

POLITICS & POETICS
(cont'd from page 22)

A
-

Or,

to turn to what for me is a more serious subjectverywhere one travels in the world today , the basic economic
tension grows out of the insistence (within a nation) by
working class people, at the low end of the class spectrum, on
their right to social parity; or out of the insistence (between
nations) by the so -called "developing nations" on their right to
full economic parity , despite the frantic clutch of world international bankers, and despite the grip of economic colonialism. In the United States, there are plenty of symbols for
emerging economic forces, but I understand the phenomenon
better in Istanbul where it stares at me with a new face. The
home to me with a new force
fact of social cast~ comes
when I realize that (given my parentage and economic status at
birth) if I had been born in Turkey , I would probably not be a
college professor but a farmer in some remote village, or perhaps even a hamal, carrying back-breaking loads on a street in
a city where even today, much of the toting is done on human
backs .

lifelong exposure
how can a western puritan be sure
he will not respond overmuch to pain and rapture?
The inoculation
of experience gives a natural resistance ,
but me fresh arrived the wonder of love confronts
till I seethe
with unexpelled desire to mingle
and mix my breath
with the breath of the city :
Great Scott! pomegranates,
breadfruit, lemons, rotting persirnmins,
head lettuce : color shouts,
my head reels, spins.

The hamal straps his shoes on top
of his load and then shoulders the lot ;
barefooted, he walks or runs,
stoop-shouldered under the weight
not of his heavy load only but of years
shouldering loads from the time when he was a boy ;
he has no expectation now of another trade,
he is resigned past resignation,
his dumb , unanguished animal eyes meet mine
and give back a thin blue film of no sight.

On my first Fulbright mission to Turkey, Istan bu! took
on, in a very personal sense, the symbolic meaning of my
indoctrination in a novel (though ancient) culture . I realized
that when I returned home I would not be simply an
American. One day I stood in the middle of Galata Bridge and
felt that I had taken a long spiritual journey , not only of miles
but of centuries. In a wonderful and somewhat fearful way , I
felt that I had come home.

But this boy is another matter : fifteen years old,

A he raises his curious eyes, his head is high ,

'9ttirust up ahead of his load; he does not believe
in his heart yet that he has before him
weeks, months, years, until his feet
and his fresh looks are equally calloused .
His father was a hamal and his grandfather;
how can he hope to do better Suffrage
will give him the right to vote, and he will elect
men who ride to power on old slogans
without believing in them; how can you build
democracy out of such refuse? The ignorant
electorate cast their votes for the worst parties;
it will take years to change the hamal brute
into a man •· far easier to make
him a hamal of the State; so they have in China,
but such a crying shame: I cry in my soul
for such a slow and costly mutation.
The boy's eyes. meeting mine, do not know what they ask for.

Beginning meets end
here in anachronistic riot. On the Galata
peasants from Gaziantep,
Islamic episodes
out of history
older than their religion or our few Christian
cycles, dissolve
in this crowd; Europe
and Asia mix
not in dress only, those scriptural faces,
anguished and beautiful
with the honed beauty
of suffering which
should never have existed, never should exist
to carve such features.
Anatolian houses,
ancient wooden
firetraps, wind weathered, with blank windows
have such faces;
people tell me

Istanbul itself, with its sensuousness, its lush sensuality,
reminds me of the inhibitions I have inherited by being born
into a puritan culture. In Istanbul I have to be careful. The
sense of liberation is too profound. I am like a man suddenly
taking opium, who has never taken drugs before. I am swept
off my feet . I have none of the resistance that is built up over
a lifetime by people for whom Istanbul is their native city. I
simply don't know how to behave.

e

they are surprisingly
comfortable inside. • -And Anatolian peasants
stem the whirl
of"western traffic:

Great Scott! who put my spirit
inside this packet of flesh to exult there
and burn? Istanbul is a spurt
of color and love, raw sores

the green pedestrian
light scares the women as much as the red light,
one caught my arm in fear
and pulled me from midstreet

?.5

in panic at her
danger, and I caught the contagion; yes, they do scare,
but not a basic scare,
nothing to jar

Er

several weeks I have been working chiefly on one
poem. I have been searching for one symbol to express the
dilemmas of our age -- our age when East and West are mingling as never before and facing many of the same problemsA
The question is will the confrontation be with a handshake o•
a lunge for the jugular? I wanted a symbol for :

them from their center;
later, in the bazaar I saw the same woman
squatting on a doorstep
munching , pistachios

1. An institutionalized religion that is everywhere obsolete, but everywhere in power .
2 . An economic estallishment , stratified, class-conscious, everywhere obsolete, but everywhere in
control.
3. A nationalistic system of government , everywhere obsolete , but everywhere the ruling force .

serene as heaven.
But I am hopelessly sucked into the malestrom ; I can 't

begin to tell
beginning from end :

today, this first day
of classes, my first assignment, I booked passage home,
next summer's tourist season
hard on my heels,

On more affirmative principles, I wanted the same symbols to
represent :

4 . The galaxies with their stars and planets revolving
around some unknown center, sure and serene but filled
with explosive energy _
5. The atoms revolving around the nucleus of every cell
in every object down to the smallest pinpoint with its
thousands of invisible motes ,
6. A "right order" for society , based on brotherhood
and cooperation, where individuals are not lost in the
collaboration of a crowd,
7. The emergence from no-motion into motion, and of
no-thought into thought ,
8. The inevitable sinking back into no-thought and nomotion ,
9. The fundamental, basic glory of sex.

and I do not guess
what stranger, wearing my clothes, carrying my baggage,
will board the freighter
for Piraeus and America.
Last ·October, when I returned to Turkey, this time to
Ankara (of angora cats and sheep), I felt a renewal of spiritual
ties. For me Ankara is not only a city representing the mixing
of Western and Eastern cultures on the level of economics,
politics, and ethics. It is that . But more than that. Ankara is
my home, one of my homes. Its ancient, fortress-crowned
beauty is mine. Its ancient filth is mine. Its noise (din here
means faith or religion) is mine . Its brutality and affection are
mine.
New city
like New York, rushing
but with open pores,
masculine sweat and stink,
and a great voice
of taxi drivers- boys with toy fire engines
easing up on the gas at intersections,
luring pedestrians,
then gunning, c;abuk!
scattering walkers,
squawkers,
feathers ruffled
like nipped poultry .

In December 1968, my wife and I bought tickets for an
excursion to Konya to see the whirling dervishes, an order
founded in the thirteenth century by Jalal al-Din or Rumi or
Mevlana. We were not able to go, but remembering the
dervishes from my visit to Kenya six years ago, I began to
write a poem with them as my symbol. Some of the details-for example, the infatuation of Mevlana for Shems 'i Tebrizi -came from an article in the Ankara Daily News for December,
1968. The "Uncle Tom" president of Tuskegee Institute was
Booker T. Washington. One quatrain refers to Andrew
Carnegie, whose confidence in the gospel of wealth principle
of the "protestant ethic" is better known than the last paragraph of his autobiography, where his own words fade out into
his blundering disillusionment, an old man confronted by the
shattering spectacle of a world war which destroyed his faith
in Benevolence operating inevitably for human good on principles of unfailing reward for merit.
My poem is made up of twenty-five short lyrics, bound
together by a common symbolism and a common lyrical tone
of voice. The unity is textural rather than argumentative.
Sense depends more on keeping the elements suspended in a
kind of loose poetic context than on an attempt to bind together the elements point by point in a forced "logical" structure. It is best to read poetry with an unflexed mind.

It is not Istanbul -Grecian,
Roman,
Byzantine
Turk-layer under layer;
dig anywhere you find relics.
Here is an old city on the hill,
ruins of ancient wall,
but downtown rears to a future
ten floors tall;
even the few female trousers
seen skimming toward bright Nirvana
are earth-Ankara-anchored,
no sweet by and by, nor neither
sweet here and now:
apples, melons, the freighted market
is raw •· teeming hamals &
an open sewer flowing from city center.

THE DERVISHES

I. Out of no-motion, motion starts,
obedient to the pull
of captive atoms, magnetized,
orbited, controlled;
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my spinning, over-anxious brain
rebels against its role
and tugs against the dervish dance
which flaunts its flash and flare .
2. On the far shore the cattle cropped
oblivious to the river;
my mother hurried, almost ran
to bury herself forever;
a little woman, five feet tall,
she hurried to join the river,
the moving stream in which her hurt
could pass and cease forever.
3. Here in this bold, insurgent town
a million frantic Turks
buck traffic, yanked beyond the curb
of Mecca's calisthenics;

in flowing robes, their feminine hearts
and masculine bodies join;
serene aloft, each lordly mind
commands the uniform.
9. A symbol of "right worship," how
serenely turns the soul
revolved above the enormous heat
of the sensual bulge below;

e.

10.

t -

Mevlana loved his boy until
.the neighbors scared away
the timid music maker, then
he knew the pangs of joy,

11.

Angora's fierce competitive trade
unmasks the brutal slap
of exploitation, young men Jove,
and grown men kiss, then part,

open the door and, sweating, prays
"Please, sir, this way." The rite
of measured pomp and circumstance
copies a minuet .

and knuckle to the consequence
of wife and social pride
and cold outdoors and a warm flat
and meat before dessert.
12.

13.

14.

Dervishes dance a dance of faith
obedient to the whim
of trumped-up J)C)'M?rs beyond belief;
they knuckle to the throne
and lose their being in the All
of Allah's glorious One,
like atoms in a ringaround
upon a platinum cone.

the self-same sacred chains I wore
beneath a puritan spire
the lordly Imam forges here
and warns against defiance.
Dervishes whirl in a stately dance,
one hand thrust up, one down,
to heaven and earth their loyalty,
beards stiff above their gowns;

Lucifer soared to be a God;
refusing to submit,
he marshalled angels in defiance
of the heavenly ordinance;

15.

The dance nrust bend, the dan::e must fight,
the dancer must rebel,
the Pawnee dancer stamps his foot
to put his god in shame,

Each afternoon we hear the throb
of drums and blare of horns
above us on the hill the guard
of honor lowers the flag ,
shared taxis stop , the drivers brake
and lurch into the street;
their patrons join the stiff salute
in homage to the State.

18.

The dancer 's lust defies defiance;
the holy man secures
his aristicracy above
the dirty multitude ;
the dancer's lust usurps control
and lordly cries, "I am 1
I soar beyond compulsion , an
exception to the clan."

19.

The sheikh controls the dancers till
they whirl beyond his hold ;
lost to the earth, they contemplate
an absolute control;
their pantomime submits to law,
to nature, State, and shroud,
leads up and down, from nought to man
to God to man to nought .

20.

to be a man, to be a God,
the dancer sways the dance
asserting the autonomy
of human arrogance.

from multitudes of whirling motes
captived by finer stays
than cotsets sewn by children's skill
in some clay village hovel
7. Tapering minarets upthrust
their rockets toward the sky,
invented symbols of invented
ultimate mysteries;

17.

unthinking motes perform each pas
perfect in leap and line,
their calibration beggars art
contrived by a human brain.

I see the sour mouth of success
·mask savagery with smiles,
"Dear neighbor, how I Jove you, please
kneel down and boost me higher."
6. The savage dance , the savage swirl
of atoms in the bulge
of every social matron's bust
its regal bearing takes

Four billion motes join in a dance
to form a pinhead's crown,
a lazar light reveals precise
choreography;

How lovely shines the gilded ring
of buttercups in June,
each cup a miracle of form
contrived in a natural mold,
no brain can match the golden ring
yet gold as fair the stream
of anguish ladled from a flute
beneath a baton's nod .

absent from Jove, he loved the ghost
and through it clarified
remembered Jove, whose hurtling seeds
once mixed with Shems's seeds.

flows down the sprinkled street
and v.hen they stop, each statesman waits
until the driver jerks

Ambitious measures gain against
a neighbor's failure, thus
success is always sugar-soured
with someone elses' hurt;

16.

concealed beneath the flowing dress
is the bulge without whose fire
body and soul collapse into
noughts in a loveless pile.

but in my class the dark-eyed girls
have chiefly one desire,
to cut a caper with a boy
who matches their desire.

4. A cavalcade of shining cars

else atoms swirling in a brain
are fated to repeat
the natural grooves of circumstance
fortuitously lent .

Love molecules, love matter, love
man, love the cloudy vault
above the earth,love everything
that walks or moves or halts;
but love within the pattern, love
the form, obey the sheikh ,
until your liberated soul
upsoars to link with death.

21.

The sheikh accepts a tribute kiss ,
his lordship is divine,
he advocates democracy
for everyone but him;
Tuskegee's lord and master
submitted for his race
but slyly had his tribute kiss
from kneeling Black and White.

22.

Yagmur dinliyor, evet dinliyor.
Ara ba kullanyim mi ?
Mektup gt;ndereyim mi?
Tiyatroda bekleyeyim mi ?
Hay1r, Hay1r ..
Dinliyorum.

The sheikh requires submission,
the dance implies a brain,
the dance supposes nature's god
electing men for Grace.
Carnegie blessed his maker,
his corporation swelled,
he paid his tribute ten per cent
for libraries and schools.

23.

Toprak dinleniyor, evet dinleniyor.
Evine yUrUyeyim mi ?
0 k1zla bului;ay1m m1?
Mezan arayay1m m1?
Dinlenecegim.

The dance of life, the dance of death;
creative to a fault,
the lords of Nagasaki
forged atoms to their wills;
their orient was baffled when
the dance of Alamos
unfolded; lovely from above,
it blossomed like a rose .

24.

No

poem is translatable. "Din", for example, cannot be
translated in such a way as to keep the overtones of both
Moslem faith and the din of Ankara's mixture of oriental and
occidental cacophonies. Even so simple a poem as this illustrates the importance of maintaining the identity of languages.
The Turkish language must not be swallowed up in English,
any more than Turkish society should become a pale copy of
the United States. More power to the peasant women who
come down into the main streets of Ankara wearing their
bright pantaloons and vests. Inter-relationship yes, liquidation
no; richness and variety, but not the homogeneity of an
assembly-line culture.nd by class hours, faculty· and administrative hassles; leaving him more open to being right in with
the students.

Seen from above, the dervish dance
is lovely, but the tread
of dancing feet was halted
by brooding Ataturk
who feared what man can make of men
responding to the beck
of brain-contrived omnipotence
conferring an elect.

25.

My car engine purrs, yes purr's the word.
Shall I study Turkish?
Shall I read aloud?
Shall I work at home?
No, no, no ...
I am purring.

From love to love the dervish floats,
a petal on the stream,
a leaf, a flower, a fish, a man,
unanxious, but restrained,
till freed from undertows and swirls,
finally mesmerized,
the dancer orbits to the jazz
of global symmetry.

A rter the poem based on Eastern symbols, a further turn
of the wheel would be to write a poem in Turkish, with a fillip
of English. My Turkish is not yet free;I still don't hear the
language easily, and I haven't learned to think in Turkish, and
until one can, he isn't equipped to write a Turkish poem. But
as an exercise in learning, I have amused myself with composing a poem which turns somewhat on a bilingual pun already mentioned in this essay. In Turkish din means "faith" or
"religion"; the word dinlemek means "to listen", dinlenmek
means "to rest" and also "to be heard" or "to be listened to,"
with particular reference to quiet people of unobtrusive substance, who can afford to bide their time until the wiseacres
come to them for advice. Mirildamak, one of the onomatopoetic words found in any language, is, in conjunction with
kedi (cat), "to purr," also "to mutter or grumble," but let us
say here "to purr" like a cat. (Throughout the poem, undotted
i, a vowel symbol we don't have in English, is pronounced like
a in "sofa"; s cedilla is sh.
Arabam mmld1yor, evet mmld1yor.
TUrkc;e konui;ay1m m1?
Size okuyayim m1 ?
Evimde cal1i;ay1m m1 ?
Hayir, hay1r ...
Mmldlyorum.

The rain listens, yes it listens.
Shall I drive a car?
Shall I send a letter?
Shall I wait at the theatre?
No, no, no ...
I am listening.
The earth rests and is heard, yes, rests and is heard.
Shall I walk to his house?
Shall I squire my girlfriend?
Shall I look for a graveyard?
No, no, no ...
I will be at rest, and I will be heard. D
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Circum locum
October 27
Campus
Coffee House - Danny Taylor, tonight at the fireside
lounge - tomorrow in the Social Hall ; 8 -10 p.m.
Convocation Board - Saul Alinsky , workshop at 1
p.m. in assembly room, 8 p .m. lecture .
Elections for Reps-at-large - today, Thursday and
Friday .
Gallery 229 - Upton Hall - Students King, Hughes and
Licata exhibition through 5 November.
October 28
Campus
l.V.C.F. Coffee House , Union Social Hall 6 p .m . also
29 October
Casting Hall Production presents three one act plays
Frenzy fo r Two or More by Ionesco
Great Goodness of Life
Confessions Supermarket by Christopher Sajecki
directed by Warren Enters, 8 p.m. Upton Hall
Auditorium
Local
Kenan Center
"The Price " by Arthur Miller, directed by
Michael P. Guastella 8 :30 p .m. through 31
October.
WNED-TV
9 p .m. " Birdbath " Patty Duke and James
Farention
Outside
"The Chalk Garden" Gladys Cooper and Joan
Greenwood
O'Keefe Centre, Toronto, tickets at Cricket and
Salsberg Agencies through 6 November.
Eastman House , Rochester - Lawrence Weissman
Exhibition,
photographs produced through use of laser,
through 30 November .
October 29
Campus
Second Semi -Annual Counter -Conference on
Literature and Language and Their Meaning in
Today's Dynamic Educational World 8:30 p.m.
Communications Center
Local
Music, Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
recorder, violin, harpsichord Baird Hall
Philharmonic Orchestra
Chuck Mangione and orchestra; premiere of new
album ; Kleinhans Music Hall
"THX-1138" Robert Duvall, movie about future
society, directed by George Lucas, Norton Union
through 31 October.
Ice Capades - Memorial Auditorium 8 p.m. call
853-7460.

October 30
Campus
Alpha Xi Omega - Festival of Fright 6 p .m. to 2 a.m.
Union Social Hall.
Retired Alumni Chapter Annual Meeting Luncheon
12 :30 Moot Hall .
Local
"Halloween Opera " U.B. Opera Workshop also 30, 31
October.
Evenings for New Music - Albright Knox 8 :30 p.m .
Stiler, Mauricio , Kagel , Brant , Hiller.
Outside
Jethro Tull - Rochester War Memorial 8 :30 p.m.
"Rosemary 's Baby - R.I.T .
October 31
Camp4s
Movie "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolf?" 6, 8 :15 p .m.
Union Social Hall
Local
Philharmonic Orchestra
M. Tilson Thomas, conductor, pre-concert talk, 2
p.m. concert includes Josquine des Pres, Varese,
Perotin, and Schumann, also 2 November, 8 p.m.
Exhibit by members of Conchological Section,
Museum of Science.
Kris Kristofferson Kleinhans Music Hall 8:30 p.m.
November 1
Local
Jethro Tull - Memorial Auditorium
Revilot 257 East Ferry Street - Arthur Prysock
Leo Smit "Diabelli Variations" Downtown Library
WKBW-TV
"No Man is an Island" (1962) Jeff Hunter 12:20
a.m.
WNED-TV
The Struggle for China - 8 p .m. - narrated by
James Mason ; rise of Sun Yat Sen, Chiang Kai
Shek, the "Long March."
November 2
Campus
Convocations Board presents
Seminar on Humor, Union Social Hall 12 noon 12 a .m. 2-4 November with David Wieck,
William Davis, and Tom Noel.
Biology Seminar, V.D.-Epidemic in Erie County, Dr.
Dean Woodrich
Local
ELECTION DAY

November 7

November 3

Campus
Movie - "The Big Bounce" 6, 8 p.m. Union Social
Hall
Niagara Frontier Folk Art Festival 7 p.m .
Lithuanian Evening, Campus School

Local
Melanie - Kleinhans Music Hall 8 p.m.
Museum of Science - Public Night at Kellogg
Observatory begins at dusk .
Baird Hall Cleveland Quartet, includes Beethoven.
WNED-TV - Great American Dream Machine - Jane
Fonda plays six faces of the " Fascinating Woman ,"
Dalton Trumbo talks about blacklisting; Don McLean
performs two songs from his Tapestry album ; couple
discusses why they moved to Canada. 9 p.m.

Local
Workshop on individual reality, creativity, and
thinking, Wick Center 113, 9 :45 a.m. $15
U.S.Band - Baird Hall
WNED-TV
Chicago Sounds - 10 p.m. Jennifer

November 4
Campus
Elm Leaves Literary Dialogue no . 1 A reading by
Judy Ford, Celes Tisdale, Joseph Hitrec, and Charles
Bachman. CC S-2 at 8 p.m.
Local
Fellini's " La Strada" 8:30 p.m. Albright Knox Art
·
•
Gallery
Roger Shields - pianist, Baird Hall
SUNYAB
" L'Enfant Sauvage" (The Wild Child) and
"La Siren du Mississippi" (Mississippi Mermaid)
Two movies directed by Francois Truffaut
Norton Union, thrc;>ugh 7 November.
WKBW-TV
The Phil Donahue Show - .Walter Hickel, former
secretary of the Interior and Alaska governor talks
about his last days with the Nixon
administration, 10 :30 a.m .
Rod McKuen - Kleinhans 8:30 p.m.
Studio Arena
"Buying Out" drama by Lawrence Roman, world
premiere, starring Sam Levene and Irene Dailey
through 21 November.

WKBW-TV
Sunday Surprise with Michael Tilson Thomas at
3 :30p.m.
November 8
Campus
Coffee House - Union Social Hall 8 p.m. also 9-11
November.
Local
Studio Arena
"The Red Badge of Courage" with Audie
Murphy directed by J . Huston 8 p.m.
Pink Floyd - Peace Bridge Center
November 9
Outside
Eastman Quartet - Eastman School of Music,
Rochester, subscription only.

November 5
Campus
Beer Social - Union Social Hall
Local
Dr. Jean Houston presents lecture on Altered States
of Consciousness; Evolution Now, Wick Social Room
8:15 p.m. students $1.75.
WKBW-TV
"The Birds" (1963) 11 :30 p.m.

November 10
Campus
G-Day (Grievance Committee comes to the people)
Main floor, student Union, 2 p.m.
Local
Julliard Quartet - Baird Hall also 12 November
Donovan - Memorial Auditorium
Museum of Science - Public Night at Kellogg
Observatory, begins at dusk .
Chekhov's "The Three Sisters" directed by Ronald
Brandow in association with Buffalo Theater
·
Workshop, 8:30 p.m. D'Youville College TheaterA
through 14 November and 17-21 November.
'W'

November 6
Local
Museum of Science - "Spite Marriage" Buster Keaton
(1929) and "Boob in the Woods" Harry Langdon
8:15 p.m. silent films.
Seminar on human mind, Wick Center
113, 9 :45 a.m. students $5.
Charles Haupt recital - U.B.
Outside
"Joe" R.l.T.

Outside
The Romeros - guitarists - Rockefeller Arts Center,
State University College at Fredonia 8:30 p.m.

30

Ticket Agencies and Information
Buffalo State Ticket Office .
Norton Union Ticket Office
ffalo Festival Ticket Office
•
icket Ticket Agency . . .
Salsberg Ticket Agency . . .
Denton, Cottier & Daniels .
Canisius College Ticket Office
Studio Arena Ticket Office . .

.862-5531
.831-3704
.854-7173
.835-2828
.834-1600
.854-3910
.882-1111
.856-5650

Book List
Leaves of Grass ,Walt Whitman ... read this before you're
Jocked in for the winter.
To Stay Alive, Denise Levertov [New Directions] ... enough
good poetry to make the reading worthwhile , especially
"Prologue : An Interim" and the "Olga" poems.
Blake the Artist,Ruthven Todd ... this concentrates on the
visual Blake, good for .another viewpoint, no analyzing of
poetry.
New American and Canadian Poetry,[Beacon
Press] . .. because we know so little about what's going on in
literature up there .
Creation,[New Press, Toronto] .. . three Canadian authors and
criticisms of their work .
The Bell Jar,Sylvia Plath ... if you're on the edge of consciousness, two of us recommend this.
The Rites of Passage,Edward Dorn . . . strange book, strange
syntax, if you've ever wondered what poetry would feel like
all strung out in the disguise of prose.
A Death in the Family,James Agee .. . read it!
James Agee : The Collected Short Prose ... two fantastic short
A ories, "Death in the Desert" and "They That Sow in Sorrow
9 lali Reap."
The Greening of America,Charles Reich ... to give to your
parents if you've lost the power to communicate and the
patience.
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They've added some Jive animals to the New Science building.
It's too bad they had to be caged to be kept on the campus.
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HUMAN DIMENSIONS INSTITUTE
presents

JEAN HUSTON
EVOLUTION NOW!

( RELEASING HIGHER POTENTIAL IN
ALTERED STATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS)

LECTURE: Friday Nov . 5 8:15 p .m.
(students $1.50)
SEMINAR: Saturday Nov. 6 9:45 to 4:00 p.m
(students $5 .00)
Wick Center, Rosary Hill College
4308 Main Street, Buffalo
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COLOR -KEY * ORTHO LINE FILM
FILM * PAPER * CHEMICALS
PROCESSING

STATE
PHOTO
SHOP

Who cares
what happens ?
WE CARE.
THAT'S WHAT WE'RE HERE FOR.
AT STRAIT MAGAZINE,
WE'RE WORKING TO MAKE THIS
COLLEGE A BETTER PLACE.

WE CARE WHAT HAPPENS.

NOVEMBER 5

come care with us

STRAIT

ELMWOOC, & FOREST

UNION 401

Casting Hall
Presents-

WSCB
620 RADIO
at

BUFFALO STATE
Frenzy for Two or More
Eugene Ionesco
Great Goodness

of Life (A Coon Show)
LeRoi Jones

Whoever Heard of Going to Confession
To a Non-Jewish Priest Who Was Just
Bar Mitzvahed and Isn't Really a Priest
In A Supermarket
Christopher Sajecki
call
Upton Hall Auditorium 8: 15
Admission Free Reservations:
Call 862-6432

862-6938

"radio like it Ahould be"

